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Abstract

Modern scholarship has accepted the ‘backgrowth of isn§ds’ in the early
ÈadÊth tradition, but this phenomenon did not occur without controversy
among classical Muslim scholars. \adÊth critics were aware that material
was being pushed back to the Prophet, a phenomenon they approached
through the lens of ziy§da (addition). By examining works devoted to criti-
cizing ÈadÊth narrations (#ilal) from the 3rd/9th to the 8th/14th centuries,
we will see that the original non-Prophetic versions of many ÈadÊths sur-
vived alongside their Prophetic counterparts well into the 5th/11th
century. More importantly, certain ÈadÊth scholars from the 3rd/9th to the
7th/13th centuries believed that Prophetic reports in the canonical ÈadÊth
collections were actually statements of other early Muslims. The position
of these critics, however, was marginalized in the 5th/11th century, when
mainstream Sunni jurists chose to accept the Prophetic versions categori-
cally. Although the jurists’ position became dominant in Sunni Islam,
criticism of the backgrowth of isn§ds has continued in the work of select
ÈadÊth scholars until today.

Introduction

According to current scholarship, the 3rd/9th century witnessed the
culmination of a movement from a reliance on the legal precedents
of various early Muslim authority figures to a focus on the Prophet’s
legacy. In the ÈadÊth tradition, this phenomenon manifested itself in
the backgrowth of isn§ds: instances in which Muslim scholars of the
2nd/8th and early 3rd/9th century attributed the legal and doc-
trinal maxims of members of the early Muslim community to the
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Prophet. It was these reports, falsely ascribed to the Prophet, which
comprised the bulk of the great canonical and non-canonical ÈadÊth
collections produced in the mid to late 3rd/9th century.

The backgrowth of isn§ds, however, did not occur without con-
troversy. It sparked a debate among Muslim scholars that lasted
into the 5th/11th century and vestiges of which survive to this day.
Muslim ÈadÊth critics of the Abbasid period were keenly aware that
material was being pushed back to the Prophet, although they
clearly extended more charity to the ÈadÊth tradition than Western
scholars. These Muslim scholars explained the backgrowth of isn§ds
in terms of the concept of ziy§da, or Addition, according to which
a report from a Companion or later figure was inappropriately
raised up to the Prophet. Although the great ÈadÊth collections of
the 3rd/9th century did indeed focus almost exclusively on Prophetic
reports, non-Prophetic versions of these reports survived alongside
them in other works well into the 5th/11th century. By examining
books devoted to criticizing ÈadÊth narrations (kutub al-#ilal) from
the late 3rd/9th to the 8th/14th century, we will see that certain
ÈadÊth scholars of the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries believed
that reports considered Prophetic in the canonical ÈadÊth collections
were actually statements made by Companions and other early
Muslims. The position of these rigorous scholars, however, was
marginalized in the 5th/11th century, when influential Sunni scholars
elected to accept the Prophetic versions of such reports regardless
of evidence for the backgrowth of their isn§ds. This development
occurred as part of an open debate over Addition in which the
pragmatic position of the jurists and legal theorists ultimately
triumphed over the emphasis of ÈadÊth critics on historical accuracy.
Although the majority of influential participants in the later Sunni
ÈadÊth tradition embraced the jurists’ position, criticism of the
backgrowth of isn§ds has continued in the work of select ÈadÊth
scholars until today.

The Schachtian Framework and the Backgrowth of Isn§ds

All interpreters in the early Islamic tradition derived their authority
from a perceived connection to the Prophet, either through reports
transmitted from him, teachings inherited from his Companions,
or a reputation for piety in the Prophet’s idiom. By the dawn of the
3rd/9th century, however, these varied and often competing con-
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nections to the Prophet’s legacy had inundated legal discourse with
a cacophony of authoritative statements from the Prophet, his
Companions, their students and finally early legal synthesists like
Abå \anÊfa (d. 150/767), M§lik b. Anas (d. 179/795) and al-Layth
b. Sa#d (d. 175/791).

Beginning with Goldziher’s analysis of the explosive growth of
Prophetic reports in the early Abbasid period and later Joseph
Schacht’s pioneering study of legal ÈadÊths, Orientalists concluded
that Muslim scholars of the late 2nd/8th and early 3rd/9th centuries
attempted to resolve this interpretive plurality by investing the legal
reports of the Prophet with more authority.1 This transition has
been associated with MuÈammad b. IdrÊs al-Sh§fi#Ê (d. 204/819-
20), whose famous Ris§la documents his campaign to identify the
notion of authoritative precedent (sunna) solely with Prophetic ÈadÊths.2

As articulated by Schacht, this movement from the precedent of
the community to the precedent of the Prophet has become the
regnant vision of early Islamic legal history. Even one of Schacht’s
most vociferous critics, Wael Hallaq, agrees that by approximately
830 CE “the full authority to determine the law was transferred
from the hands of Muslims to those of God and his Messenger.”3

Al-Sh§fi#Ê represented the culmination of this process: “[t]he elimina-
tion of the role of the Companions’ reports from the construction
of law was completed by MuÈammad Ibn IdrÊs al-Sh§fi#Ê… who
insisted, consistently and systematically, that the Quran and the
Sunna of the Prophet are the sole material sources of the law.”4

1 See Ignaz Goldziher, Muslim Studies, ed. and trans. S.M. Stern and C.R.
Barber (Chicago: Aldine Atherton, 1971), 2:76 ff. For surveys of the state of
the field of the early Islamic tradition and the authenticity question, see:
Harald Motzki, The Origins of Islamic Jurisprudence: Meccan Fiqh before the Classical
Schools, trans. Marion H. Katz (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 1-49; idem, “Dating
Muslim Traditions: a Survey,” Arabica 52, no. 2 (2005): 204-53; Fred M.
Donner, Narratives of Islamic Origins: The Beginnings of Islamic Historical Writing
(Princeton: Darwin Press, 1998), 1-25; Ze’ev Maghen, “Dead Tradition: Joseph
Schacht and the Origins of ‘Popular Practice,’” Islamic Law and Society 10, no.
3 (2003): 276-347.

2 Joseph Schacht, The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1975), 13. For discussions of Schacht’s thought, see Motzki, The Origins
of Islamic Jurisprudence, 18 ff.

3 Wael B. Hallaq, “The Authoritativeness of Sunni Consensus,” International
Journal of Middle East Studies 18 (1986): 431; idem, A History of Islamic Legal
Theories (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 17.

4 Hallaq, A History of Islamic Legal Theories, 18.
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Building on the contributions of Susan Spectorsky and Harald Motzki,
Christopher Melchert has adjusted the Schachtian framework by
noting that Schacht took al-Sh§fi#Ê too much at his word; in the
first half of the 3rd/9th century, Ibn \anbal (d. 241/855) and
#Abd al-Razz§q al-‘an#§nÊ (d. 211/827) continued to rely on the
legal opinions of the Companions when Prophetic ÈadÊths were
absent.5 Nonetheless, Melchert agrees that one of the general defining
developments of jurisprudence in the 3rd/9th century was that
“hadith reports from the Prophet eclipsed reports from the Com-
panions and later authorities.”6

According to the Schachtian framework, the movement away
from the precedent of numerous authoritative figures such as the
Prophet’s Companions and their Successors to the Prophet himself
manifested itself in the ‘backgrowth’ of isn§ds. Schacht’s reasoning
was simple and clear. Books surviving from what he termed the
“ancient” schools of law, like M§lik’s Muwaããa", include far more
authoritative reports from later figures than from the Prophet himself.7

The collections compiled after al-Sh§fi#Ê, however, such as the
canonical Six Books and the Sunan of al-D§raquãnÊ (d. 385/995),
were undeniably focused on Prophetic reports.8 Furthermore, these
collections often included reports attributed to the Prophet that the
authors of earlier ÈadÊth collections had attributed to Companions
or Successors. A report in the Muwaããa" may be attributed to a
Companion, while a generation later al-Sh§fi#Ê attributes the same
report to the Prophet through a defective mursal isn§d (in which
there exists a gap in the isn§d between the Prophet and the person

5 Christopher Melchert, “The Traditionist-Jurisprudents and the Framing
of Islamic Law,” Islamic Law and Society 8, no. 3 (2001): 401. See also Susan
A. Spectorsky, “AÈmad Ibn \anbal’s Fiqh,” Journal of the American Oriental
Society 102 (1982): 461-5; Harald Motzki, “The Mußannaf of #Abd al-Razz§q
al-‘an#§nÊ as a Source of Authentic AÈ§dÊth of the First Century A.H,” Journal
of Near Eastern Studies 50 (1991): 1-21.

6 Melchert, “The Traditionist-Jurisprudents and the Framing of Islamic
Law,” 399.

7 Schacht, Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, 22. YaÈy§ b. YaÈy§ al-
LaythÊ’s recension of the Muwaããa", for example, contains 1,720 narrations, of
which 613 are statements of the Companions, 285 of the Successors and 61
with no isn§d at all; Muhammad Abd al-Rauf, “\adÊth Literature–I: the
Development of the Science of \adÊth,” in The Cambridge History of Arabic
Literature: Arabic Literature until the End of the Umayyad Period, eds. A.F.L Beeston
et al. (London: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 273.

8 Schacht, Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, 4.
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quoting him). Two generations later, in the ‘aÈÊÈ of al-Bukh§rÊ (d.
256/870), we find the same ÈadÊth with a complete isn§d to the
Prophet.9 Schacht contended that the Prophetic versions of these
reports had clearly been forged after the compilation of works such
as the Muwaããa", since if they had existed earlier, then scholars like
M§lik no doubt would have included them in their writings to
trump their adversaries in legal debates.10

According to the Schachtian framework, the development of legal
discourse in the first two and a half centuries of Islam was thus a
slow process of finding more and more compelling sources of authority
for legal or doctrinal maxims. Statements from Successors, especially
polemical ÈadÊths, were the oldest and thus most historically ac-
curate.11 In debates between early legal scholars, however, the problem
of competing Successor reports was solved by disingenuous experts
attributing these statements to the next highest rung on the ladder
of authority: the Companions of the Prophet. We should thus treat
these Companion reports as historical fabrications.12 By the mid
2nd/8th century, the problem of competing reports from the
Companions resulted in such statements being pushed back to the
Prophet himself. Al-Sh§fi#Ê proved the greatest champion of this
total reliance on Prophetic ÈadÊths. Since the major Sunni ÈadÊth
collections consist almost entirely of reports from the Prophet, much
of their material must have been put into circulation after al-Sh§fi#Ê’s
time.13

Schacht’s conclusions yielded a simple rule: the farther back the
isn§d of a ÈadÊth goes, the more assured we should be of its fabrication
and the later the date that this fabrication occurred.14 Schacht’s
conclusions have been further developed by G.H.A. Juynboll,15 and

9 Ibid., 165-6.
10 Schacht, “A Revaluation of Islamic Tradition,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society (1949): 151.
11 Schacht, Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, 157.
12 Ibid., 150.
13 Ibid., 4-5.
14 See Schacht, Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, 39, 165; idem, “A

Revaluation of Islamic Tradition,” 147.
15 G.H.A. Juynboll, “Some Isnad-Analytical Methods Illustrated on the

Basis of Several Woman Demeaning Sayings from Hadith Literature,” al-
Qantara 10 (1989): 353, 369; idem, Muslim Tradition: Studies in Chronology, Provenance
and Authorship in Early \adÊth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983),
17; idem, “Islam’s First Fuqah§",” Arabica 39, no. 3 (1992): 299-300.
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together their discussion of the backgrowth of isn§ds has provided
the dominant framework for approaching early Islamic intellectual
history.16

The research of Harald Motzki, however, has demonstrated that
Schacht’s and Juyboll’s conclusions about the origins and dating of
ÈadÊth are problematic. First, Schacht’s premise that an early scholar’s
failure to employ a Prophetic ÈadÊth in a debate in which it would
have been pertinent somehow proves that this Prophetic ÈadÊth did
not exist at that time was a flawed argument e silentio.17 Perhaps the
scholar did not know the ÈadÊth existed or did not consider it
useful for that argument. Second, by consulting a range of sources
far more expansive than those examined by Schacht and Juynboll,
Motzki has demonstrated that certain traditions (here we will use
the term ‘tradition’ to indicate the general text a ÈadÊth, while
‘narration’ will denote a specific transmission of that report) actually
appeared earlier than these previous scholars believed. Rather than
being active forgers of ÈadÊth, early legal scholars and ÈadÊth
transmitters such as al-ZuhrÊ (d. 124/742-3), Ibn Jurayj (d. 150/
767) and Sufy§n b. #Uyayna (d. 196/811) were in general reliably
passing on reports from the previous generation. By showing that
two independent sources had heard a report from a common
reference, Motzki was able to date some ÈadÊths to the time of the
Companions in the second half of 1st/7th century.18

Yet a central tenet of the Schachtian framework remains: isn§ds
do seem to have grown backwards. A Companion report that M§lik
inserted in his Muwaããa" in the mid 2nd/8th century appears as a
Prophetic ÈadÊth in ‘aÈÊÈ al-Bukh§rÊ a century later. How did the
Muslim scholarly community respond to this development? Could
this significant change in legal epistemology have occurred silently

16 See, for example, Michael Cook, Early Muslim Dogma: A Source-Critical
Approach (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 110; Fred Donner,
Narratives of Islamic Origins, 120; Norman Calder, Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), 189.

17 See Motzki, “Quo vadis, \adÊt-Forschung? Eine kritische Untersuchung
von G.H.A. Juynboll: ‘N§fi# the mawl§ of Ibn #Umar, and his position in Mus-
lim \adÊt Literature,’” Der Islam 73, no. 1 (1996): 40-80.

18 Motzki, The Origins of Islamic Jurisprudence, 297; idem, “The Mußannaf of
#Abd al-Razz§q al-‘an#§nÊ,” 18-20. See also, Motzki, “The Murder of Ibn
AbÊ \uqayq,” in The Biography of MuÈammad, ed. Harald Motzki (Leiden:
Brill, 2000), 170-239; idem, “Der Fiqh des ZuhrÊ: die Quellenproblematik,”
Der Islam 68 (1991): 1-44.
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and left no trace?19 As Fred Donner states in his rebuttal of the
revisionist school of Islamic historiography, it is inconceivable that
the divided and decentralized early Muslim community could
somehow orchestrate a “comprehensive redaction of the tradition
as a whole into a unified form”20 without leaving ample historical
evidence. Similarly, Motzki notes that the forgery of ÈadÊths on a
mass scale would have been prevented by the communal oversight
of ÈadÊth scholars.21 As a corollary, we can posit that the massive
backgrowth of isn§ds could not have swept across the landscape of
Islamic scholarship with no cries of alarm.

As we shall see, it did not. Rather, the movement from Companion
and Successor reports to ÈadÊths of the Prophet left in its trail
discarded non-Prophetic reports and an ongoing controversy over
the proper priorities of ÈadÊth criticism. Western scholars have
overlooked evidence of this lingering debate because they have so
far focused almost exclusively on the great ÈadÊth compendia of the
3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries. Expanding our scope of analysis
to include collections of flawed reports (kutub al-#ilal) shows that
some ÈadÊth scholars were very aware of the backgrowth of isn§ds
and that a debate over which versions of a report were the most
accurate continued for centuries after the compilation of the canonical
ÈadÊth collections in the 3rd/9th century.

This is not to suggest that Muslim ÈadÊth critics acknowledged
the backgrowth of isn§ds on the scale that Schacht, Juynboll and
others have described. Muslim scholars maintained much more
charitable presuppositions towards transmitted material. The ÈadÊth
corpus is so vast that our attitudes towards its authenticity are
necessarily based more on the axioms of our critical worldview

19 This seems to be the contention of Juynboll, who states that the process
of “doctoring” Companion reports (in which they were ascribed to the Prophet
in the wake of al-Sh§fi#Ê’s career) left us with the original, Companion versions
in the earliest surviving ÈadÊth sources but not in later works like the canonical
ÈadÊth collections. As we shall see, these original Companion reports did
indeed survive in later sources—outside the ÈadÊth canon. Juynboll does
note, however, that Muslim ÈadÊth critics identified certain transmitters as
being guilty of “raising” reports up to the Prophet; Juynboll, “Islam’s First
Fuqah§",” 299-300; idem, “Raf #,” Encyclopaedia of Islam CD-ROM edition v.
1.0.

20 Donner, Narratives of Islamic Origins, 27.
21 Motzki, “Dating Muslim Traditions: a Survey,” 235.
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than on empirical fact.22 Out of thousands of extant ÈadÊths, Schacht
based his conclusion about the backgrowth of legal isn§ds on only
forty-seven traditions, which he believed undermined the prima facie

historical reliability of the entire ÈadÊth corpus.23 Conversely, the
Muslim critics examined here identify a total of seventy-six instances
of the backgrowth of isn§ds. But for them, those reports that do not
exhibit this flaw are prima facie words of the Prophet.

Terminology and the Approach of \adÊth Critics

Examining the manner in which Muslim ÈadÊth scholars approached
and evaluated the backgrowth of isn§ds requires a conceptual
translation of the relevant terms and concepts used by these critics.
First, we must remember that Muslim scholars criticized different
narrations of a ÈadÊth without dismissing that Prophetic tradition
as a whole—an important distinction from the content-based criticism
of Western scholarship, which rejects the provenance of all the
narrations of a report the meaning of which is suspect from a
historical-critical perspective. For example, a ÈadÊth critic could
reject one isn§d of the ÈadÊth “Indeed, actions are determined by
intentions (innam§ al-a#m§l bi"l-niyy§t),” while upholding the authenticity
of that tradition via other narrations.24 \adÊth scholars of the 3rd/
9th century and beyond referred to reports attributed to the Prophet
as marfå# (literally ‘raised up’), while reports attributed to one of his
Companions (and in some cases later figures such as Successors)
were referred to as mawqåf (literally ‘stopped at’).25 We will thus use
the terms marfå# for Prophetic and mawqåf for non-Prophetic (i.e.,
from Companions or later figures) reports respectively.

22 For a discussion of where the burden of proof for proving/disproving
the authenticity of Prophetic ÈadÊths lies, see David S. Powers, “On Bequests
in Early Islam,” Journal of Near Eastern Studies 48, no. 3 (1989): 199-200.

23 Schacht, Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, 4, 169, 175.
24 For an example of this, see n. 51 below for the report “yuj§"u bi’l-mawt

yawm al-qiy§ma ka"annahu kabsh amlaÈ…,” which is criticized as being mawqåf
through its narration by the Companion Abå Sa#Êd al-KhudrÊ but not by Abå
Hurayra.

25 Statements made by Successors are generally called maqãå#. As several
instances in this article demonstrate, however, the term mawqåf could be used
to describe these reports as well. See, for example, al-D§raquãnÊ’s criticism of
Muslim’s report from the Successor Ibn AbÊ Layl§ below.
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Muslim scholars from the 2nd/8th to the 4th/10th century devoted
a great deal of attention to collecting and sorting the reports of
Companions or Successors along with Prophetic ÈadÊths. Abå Nu#aym
#Abd al-Malik al-Jurj§nÊ (d. 323/935), for example, is described by
a later ÈadÊth scholar as memorizing mawqåf reports to the same
extent that later experts memorized Prophetic ones.26 Al-Bukh§rÊ’s
first writings were compilations of the legal statements of the
Companions and Successors.27 Although they seldom surface in the
major ÈadÊth compendia of the 3rd/9th century, even as late as the
5th/11th century Companion traditions were in circulation alongside
their Prophetic counterparts among scholars who had complete
isn§ds back to the originator of the report. In one of the last great
ÈadÊth collections containing these full-length isn§ds, the Sunan al-

kubr§ of Abå Bakr AÈmad al-BayhaqÊ (d. 458/1066), the author
occasionally includes his own Companion version of reports otherwise
attributed to the Prophet.28 Another major ÈadÊth collector of the
5th/11th century also cultivated a vast number of reports with full
isn§ds; in his famous T§rÊkh Baghd§d, al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ (d. 463/
1071) occasionally provides Companion ÈadÊths together with
corresponding Prophetic versions.29

26 Shams al-DÊn al-DhahabÊ, Tadhkirat al-Èuff§í, ed. Zakariyy§ #Umayr§t,
4 vols. in 2 (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1419/1998), 3:26.

27 T§j al-DÊn al-SubkÊ, •abaq§t al-sh§fi#iyya al-kubr§, ed. MaÈmåd MuÈammad
al-•an§ÈÊ and #Abd al-Fatt§È MuÈammad al-\alw, 10 vols. ([Cairo]: #^s§ al-
B§bÊ al-\alabÊ, 1383/1964), 2:216.

28 Note: I will use the Wensinck ÈadÊth citation format (kit§b, b§b) for mu-
ßannaf texts and Wensinck’s citations for Ibn \anbal’s Musnad (cued to the
Maymaniyya print). Al-BayhaqÊ includes both marfå# and mawqåf versions of
the report “l§ tuzawwiju al-mar"atu al-mar"ata wa l§ tuzawwiju al-mar"atu nafsah§…”
that he received from his teacher, al-\§kim al-Nays§bårÊ (d. 405/1014); Abå
Bakr AÈmad b. al-\usayn al-BayhaqÊ, al-Sunan al-kubr§, ed. MuÈammad #Abd
al-Q§dir #Aã§, 11 vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1420/1999), 7:178
(kit§b al-nik§È, b§b l§ nik§È ill§ bi-walÊ). On another occasion al-BayhaqÊ narrates
a report (al-witr Èaqq fa-man aÈabba an yuwattira…) both mawqåf and marfå#
through different isn§ds meeting at al-ZuhrÊ and then continuing to the Prophet/
Companion; idem, al-Sunan al-kubr§, 3:35 (kit§b al-ßal§t, b§b al-witr bi-rak#a
w§Èida).

29 See, for example, al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ, T§rÊkh Baghd§d, ed. Mußãaf§
#Abd al-Q§dir #Aã§, 14 vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1417/1997),
2:446 (l§ tashtarå al-samak fÊ al-m§" fa"innahu gharar); 5:14 (lamm§ m§ta al-nabÊ
zurra #alayhi), 38 (inna All§h l§ yaqbi·u al-#ilm intiz§#an yantazi#uhu min al-#ulam§" );
6:282-3 (man sami#a al-nid§" wa lam yujib…); 7:10 (laysa #al§ al-mar"a iÈr§m ill§ fÊ
wajhih§); 8:209 (in naqadta al-n§s naqadåk…); 9:16 (#amal al-abr§r min al-rij§l al-
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The backgrowth of isn§ds was a recognized problem. \adÊth critics
of the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries were aware that specific
transmitters or scholars were elevating these non-Prophetic reports
to MuÈammad. Al-TirmidhÊ (d. 279/892) quotes the famous early
ÈadÊth critic Shu#ba b. al-\ajj§j (d. 160/776) as calling one transmitter
a “serial raiser (raff§#)” of mawqåf reports to the Prophet.30 The
author of an early work on weak transmitters, Ibn #AdÊ (d. 365/
975-6), notes that one Abå #AlÊ al-\asan b. #AlÊ b. ShabÊb al-
Mu#ammarÊ (d. 295/907) used to raise mawqåf ÈadÊths to the Prophet
and add material to the texts of ÈadÊths (rafa#a aÈ§dÊth hiya mawqåfa

wa z§da fÊ al-mutån ashy§" laysa [sic] minh§). Ibn #AdÊ quotes an earlier
critic who said that raising mawqåf reports up to the Prophet was
particularly common among transmitters in Baghdad.31 In one of
the earliest efforts to systemize the Sunni study of ÈadÊth, al-\§kim
al-Nays§bårÊ (d. 405/1014) established an independent category of
impugned narrators for those who raise mawqåf reports to the
Prophet.32 Transforming mawqåf reports into Prophetic ÈadÊths was,
of course, not always insidious. Sometimes critics attributed it to
carelessness, as in the case of the respected early scholar Ab§n b.

khiy§ãa…); 9:69 (man nasiya al-ßal§t wa lam yadhkurh§ ill§ wa huwa ma #a al-im§m…);
9:94 (marra rajul mimman qablakum bi-jamjama…); 9:252 (al-kursÊ maw·i # qadamihi
wa’l-#arsh l§ yuqaddaru qadruhu); 9:302 (l§ ta"khudhå al-ÈadÊth ill§ #amman tujÊzå
shah§datahu); 9:329 (inna All§h ta#§l§ #ind lis§n kull q§"il fa’l-yattaqi All§h #abd un

wa’l-yaníur m§dh§ yaqål); 9:433 (l§ yadkhulu al-janna al-qatt§t). These citations
are the beginnings of a comprehensive list of the mawqåf/marfå# narrations
included in the T§rÊkh Baghd§d, based on my reading of nine out of fourteen
volumes so far. An even later major ÈadÊth compendium with full isn§ds back
to the Prophet is Abå Mas#åd al-\usayn b. MuÈammad al-BaghawÊ’s (d.
516/1122) SharÈ al-sunna, which also includes some corresponding mawqåf
narrations for Prophetic ÈadÊths; this text requires further study.

30 J§mi# al-TirmidhÊ: kit§b al-#ilm, b§b m§ j§"a fÊ al-akhdh bi’l-sunna wa ijtin§b
al-bida#.

31 Al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ, T§rÊkh Baghd§d, 7:383. Al-KhaãÊb’s citation from
Ibn #AdÊ represents an addition to Ibn #AdÊ’s entry on one al-\asan b. ShabÊb
al-Muktib al-Baghd§dÊ, whom he describes as transforming broken isn§ds into
continuous ones; Abå AÈmad #Abdall§h Ibn #AdÊ, Al-K§mil fÊ ·u#af§" al-rij§l, 7
vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Fikr, 1405/1985), 2:742-3. Shu#ba and Ibn \anbal also
criticized #Abd al-Malik b. AbÊ Sulaym§n (d. 145/763) for raising ÈadÊths
from the Successor #Aã§" b. AbÊ Rab§È to the Prophet; al-KhaãÊb, T§rÊkh
Baghd§d, 10:394.

32 Al-\§kim al-Nays§bårÊ, An Introduction to the Science of Tradition, trans.
James Robson (London: Luzac and Co., 1953), 36.
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AbÊ #Ayy§sh (d. 138/756) confusing the opinions of his teachers
with reports they transmitted to him from the Prophet.33

To accurately comprehend how Muslim ÈadÊth critics understood
the problem of the backgrowth of isn§ds, we must appreciate their
perspective. While Western scholars conceive of the development
of ÈadÊth literature diachronically, with the Muwaããa" of M§lik pre-
dating the canonical collections in a historical progression, a Muslim
ÈadÊth critic of the 4th/10th century saw a synchronic mass of
parallel and competing reports.34 For him, the problem of isn§ds
growing backwards appeared as instances of coexisting marfå# and
mawqåf narrations of the same ÈadÊth. Acknowledging the backgrowth
of an isn§d involved recognizing that the mawqåf version was the
more reliable one according to the principles of ÈadÊth criticism. It
is not pertinent to our study whether or not the marfå# version was
actually forged from the mawqåf one—we are not interesting in
determining authenticity here. What concerns us is that ÈadÊth
critics felt that they were presented with a choice between two
potentially valid narrations of the same ÈadÊth.

Muslim scholars articulated the backgrowth of isn§ds through the
notion of ziy§da, or Addition. Ziy§da encompassed three different,
identifiable phenomena that we may term Isn§d Addition, Literal
Matn Addition and Normative Matn Addition. Isn§d Addition involved
the addition of a transmitter in the isn§d of one narration of a
ÈadÊth who was not found in other narrations. Literal Matn Addition
was the addition of material to the text of one narration not found
in others. Here, however, we are concerned only with Normative
Matn Addition, which involved the addition of normative weight to
a tradition by elevating the status of the report from mawqåf to

33 Ibn \ajar al-#Asqal§nÊ, TahdhÊb al-tahdhÊb, ed. Mußãaf§ #Abd al-Q§dir
#Aã§, 12 vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1415/1994), 1:90.

34 One instance in which a Muslim critic of the classical period appears
to see a third dimension to the ÈadÊth tradition occurs in the work of al-
KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ, who notes that the ÈadÊth in which the Prophet “took
the poll tax from the Zoroastrians of Hajar (akhadha al-jizya min majås hajar)”
is mursal in the Muwaããa" but musnad through the same isn§d in the work of a
later student of M§lik’s student #Abd al-RaÈm§n b. MahdÊ (d. 198/814); al-
KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ, T§rÊkh Baghd§d, 8:335 (biography of Khayr§n b. AÈmad).
For a discussion of the transmission of this ÈadÊth, see MuÈammad b. IdrÊs
al-Sh§fi#Ê, al-Ris§la, ed. AÈmad Sh§kir (Beirut: al-Maktaba al-#Ilmiyya, [n.d.]),
430 ff.
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marfå#.35 It literally entailed pushing back the isn§d of a narration
from a later figure to the Prophet. We will thus use the terms
Normative Matn Addition and the backgrowth of an isn§d inter-
changeably.

This tripartite division of Addition (ziy§da) represents my own
attempt to identify the different phenomena subsumed under what
Muslim scholars often treated as a unified concept. Some Muslim
scholars demonstrated an awareness of the conceptual heterogeneity
inherent in their notion of ziy§da, conflating Normative and Literal
Matn Addition while discussing Isn§d Addition under the separate
heading of al-mazÊd fÊ al-as§nÊd (additions in isn§ds). Others distinguished
between or conflated the different forms of Addition in other ways.
As a whole, the manner in which Muslim scholars over the centuries
have envisioned ziy§da, its connection with the three phenomena
here described as Addition and their relationships with one another
has lacked uniformity.36 The shared status of these three often

35 For a more extensive discussion of Addition, see Jonathan A.C. Brown,
“Criticism of the Proto-Hadith Canon: al-D§raquãnÊ’s Adjustment of the
‘aÈÊÈayn,” Journal of Islamic Studies 15, no. 1 (2004): 8-11.

36 Limited evidence from al-Bukh§rÊ (d. 256/870), Muslim (d. 261/875)
and al-TirmidhÊ (d. 279/892) suggests that they associated an indistinct notion
of ziy§da with both Isn§d Addition and Literal Matn Addition; MuÈammad b.
Ism§#Êl al-Bukh§rÊ, Kit§b raf# al-yadayn fÊ al-ßal§t, ed. BadÊ# al-DÊn al-R§shidÊ
(Beirut: D§r Ibn \azm, 1416/1996), 131-3; cf. #Uthm§n b. #Abd al-RaÈm§n
Ibn al-‘al§È, Muqaddimat Ibn ‘al§È wa MaÈ§sin al-ißãil§È, ed. #$‘isha #Abd al-
RaÈm§n (Cairo: D§r al-Ma#§rif, [1409/1989]), 229; Muslim b. al-\ajj§j al-
Nays§bårÊ, ‘aÈÊÈ Muslim (Cairo: Maktabat MuÈammad #AlÊ al-‘ubayÈ, [1963]),
1:6; Zayn al-DÊn #Abd al-RaÈm§n Ibn Rajab, SharÈ #Ilal al-TirmidhÊ, ed. Når
al-DÊn #Itr, 2 vols. ([n.p.]: [n.p], 1398/1978), 1:419. Al-D§raquãnÊ (d. 385/
995) also used the term ziy§da for both these phenomena; Brown, “Criticism
of the Proto-Hadith Canon,” 32. Al-\§kim al-Nays§bårÊ (d. 405/1014) dealt
with Normative and Literal Matn Addition separately; al-\§kim al-Nays§bårÊ,
Ma#rifat #ulåm al-ÈadÊth, ed. Mu#aííim \usayn (Hyderabad: D§"irat al-Ma#§rif,
1385/1966); 27, 50. Al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ (d. 463/1071) addressed Isn§d
Addition, Normative Matn Addition and Literal Matn Addition separately
(although he notes that what I have identified as Literal Matn and Normative
Matn Addition are closely linked); al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ, Kit§b al-kif§ya fÊ #ilm
al-riw§ya, ed. AÈmad #Umar H§shim (Beirut: D§r al-Kit§b al-#ArabÊ, 1405/
1985); 449, 450-1, 464-9. Ibn al-‘al§È (d. 643/1245) purposefully combined
the concepts of Normative and Literal Matn Addition under the rubrick of
ziy§da while dealing with Isn§d Addition separately under the title of al-mazÊd
fÊ al-as§nÊd. In his chapter on mu#·al ÈadÊths, however, he treates Isn§d and
Normative Matn Addition similtaneously; Ibn al-‘al§È, Muqaddimat Ibn ‘al§È;
229, 250-6, 480-1. Ibn KathÊr (d. 774/1374) followed Ibn al-‘al§È, except
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indistinct concepts under the rubric of ziy§da in the Muslim scholarly
worldview stemmed from the fundamentally crucial role of the
narrator in determining the authenticity of a transmission; regardless
if it was adding a person in the isn§d, material to the text of the
ÈadÊth or raising a whole report to the Prophet, all were ‘additions’
made by one transmitter whose reliability guaranteed these claims.37

As such, it seems most useful to view the concept of ziy§da as
fundamentally unified within Muslim scholarship and then follow
our own conceptual breakdown of the topic.

There is one critical distinction between the backgrowth of isn§ds
as conceptualized by Western scholars and what we have termed
here Normative Matn Addition among Muslims. For Schacht, finding
a Prophetic ÈadÊth in a book written after an earlier scholar had
attributed the same report to a Companion or Successor provided
sufficient proof that the isn§d had grown backwards. Muslim scholars,
on the other hand, did not consider the coexistence of mawqåf and
marfå# narrations of the same ÈadÊth to be prima facie conclusive
evidence of forgery. It was quite possible for reliable mawqåf and
marfå# versions of a ÈadÊth to coexist. The reliability of a report
ultimately hinged on the reputation of its transmitter and corro-
boration. If the experts who narrated a marfå# version and a mawqåf

that he ignored the phenomenon of Normative Matn Addition entirely; Ibn
KathÊr Ism§#Êl b. AbÊ \afß, al-B§#ith al-ÈathÊth sharÈ Ikhtiß§r #Ulåm al-ÈadÊth, ed.
AÈmad MuÈammad Sh§kir (Cairo: D§r al-Tur§th, 1423/2003); 52, 146. Al-
#Ir§qÊ (d. 806/1404) dealt with all three concepts separately but construed
ziy§da as Literal Matn Addition only; Zayn al-DÊn #Abd al-RaÈÊm b. al-\usayn
al-#Ir§qÊ, al-Tabßira wa’l-tadhkira, 3 vols. in 2 (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya,
[n.d.], reprint of the 1353/[1935] Fez edition, edited by MuÈammad b. al-
\usayn al-#Ir§qÊ al-\usaynÊ), 1:174-9, 211, 2:306 ff. Al-Sakh§wÊ (d. 902/
1497) followed him, and al-‘an#§nÊ (d. 1768 CE) argued that the discussion
of Normative Matn Addition and Isn§d Addition together was a mistake, since
the two questions are totally distinct; Shams al-DÊn al-Sakh§wÊ, FatÈ al-mughÊth,
ed. #AlÊ \usayn #AlÊ, 5 vols. (Cairo: Maktabat al-Sunna, 1424/2003), 1:219;
MuÈammad b. Ism§#Êl al-‘an#§nÊ, Taw·ÊÈ al-afk§r, ed. MuÈammad MuÈyÊ al-
DÊn #Abd al-\amÊd, 2 vols. (Beirut: D§r IÈy§" al-Tur§th al-#ArabÊ, 1366/
1970), 1:339. Ibn \ajar (d. 852/1449) dealt with all three types of Addition
under the mantle of ziy§da; Ibn \ajar al-#Asqal§nÊ, al-Nukat #al§ kit§b Ibn al-
‘al§È, ed. Mas#åd #Abd al-\amÊd al-#AdanÊ and MuÈammad F§ris (Beirut:
D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1414/1994), 281-90.

37 The modern ÈadÊth scholar \amza #Abdall§h al-MalÊb§rÊ has reasserted
the conceptual unity of ziy§da by underscoring the primacy of the narrator in
making these various ‘additions’; \amza #Abdall§h al-MalÊb§rÊ, Naíar§t jadÊda
fÊ #ulåm al-ÈadÊth (Beirut: D§r Ibn \azm, 1423/2003); 150 ff., 176-9.
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one were equally trustworthy, a Muslim critic would be hard pressed
to dismiss either as incorrect.

Moreover, Muslim critics allowed for the possibility that both
Companion and Prophetic versions could be entirely accurate.
According to scholars like the Sh§fi#Ês al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ, Abå
IsÈ§q al-ShÊr§zÊ (d. 476/1083), Abå al-\asan al-M§wardÊ (d. 450/
1058), the \anbalÊ Ibn al-JawzÊ (d. 597/1200) and the M§likÊ Ibn
al-Qaãã§n al-F§sÊ (d. 628/1231), it was rationally possible for a
Companion to quote the Prophet directly on a legal matter (producing
a marfå# ÈadÊth) but to paraphrase him when ruling on the same
matter after the Prophet’s death (thus producing a Companion
opinion or mawqåf report).38 This possibility, expressed in the treatises
of these later scholars, was implicit in the thought of earlier ÈadÊth
critics. Thus, in his famous Sunan the staunch traditionist of Samar-
qand, #Abdall§h b. #Abd al-RaÈm§n al-D§rimÊ (d. 255/869), lists a
report of the Prophet condemning opining on matters of religion
when one has no firm evidence. He then immediately presents the
same report attributed to the Companion Ibn #Abb§s.39 As al-D§rimÊ
explained to his student, al-TirmidhÊ, so long as one has an established
text (aßl) for a tradition from the Prophet, such disparities fall well
within the range of proper ÈadÊth transmission.40 Thus Normative

38 Al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ, Kit§b al-kif§ya fÊ #ilm al-riw§ya, 456; Abå IsÈ§q
Ibr§hÊm al-ShÊr§zÊ, al-Tabßira fÊ ußål al-fiqh, ed. MuÈammad \asan HÊtå
(Damascus: D§r al-Fikr, 1400/1980), 325; Abå al-\asan #AlÊ b. MuÈammad
al-M§wardÊ, al-\§wÊ al-kabÊr fÊ fiqh madhhab al-im§m al-Sh§fi#Ê, ed. #AlÊ MuÈammad
Mu#awwa· and #$dil AÈmad #Abd al-Mawjåd, 20 vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub
al-#Ilmiyya, 1414/1994), 2:359; Abå al-\usayn #AlÊ b. MuÈammad Ibn al-
Qaãã§n al-F§sÊ, Bay§n al-wahm wa’l-Êh§m al-w§qi#ayn fÊ kit§b al-AÈk§m, ed. al-
\usayn $yat Sa#Êd, 5 vols. (Riyadh: D§r al-•ayba, 1418/1997), 5: 278, 452,
456; Ibn \ajar, al-Nukat #al§ kit§b Ibn al-‘al§È, 239-40. See also Shams al-DÊn
al-Sakh§wÊ, FatÈ al-mughÊth, 1:220; MuÈammad b. Ibr§hÊm Ibn al-WazÊr, Kit§b
tanqÊÈ al-aní§r fÊ ma#rifat #ulåm al-§th§r, ed. MuÈammad ‘ubÈÊ b. \asan \all§q
(Beirut: D§r Ibn \azm, 1420/1999), 108.

39 Sunan al-D§rimÊ: introductory subchapters, b§b al-futy§ wa m§ fÊhi min al-
shidda. For another example of including a mawqåf narration along with a
marfå# one, see Sunan al-D§rimÊ: introductory chapters, b§b al-tawbÊkh li-man
yaãlubu al-#ilm li-ghayr All§h, where the Successor MakÈål al-Sh§mÊ narrates a
report once as his own words and once as a report of the Prophet. In another
example, one of the transmitters notes that the Companion “raised the ÈadÊth
to the Prophet” as opposed to the mawqåf report that preceded it; Sunan al-
D§rimÊ: introductory chapters, b§b fÊ fa·l al-#ilm wa’l-#amal (last two reports).

40 J§mi# al-TirmidhÊ: kit§b al-#ilm, b§b m§ j§"a fÊ ta#íÊm al-kadhib #al§ rasål All§h
(ß). Here al-TirmidhÊ was asking specifically about Isn§d Addition (making a
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Matn Addition was not inherently problematic. Only in cases when
the marfå# version seemed contrived, or when mawqåf narrations
were either more numerous or more reliable than the marfå# ones
did a critic like al-D§rimÊ diagnose unacceptable Addition and the
backgrowth of an isn§d.

Many prominent ÈadÊth scholars between 200/800 and 700/
1300 were thus unwilling to accept the Prophetic versions of a
tradition when they felt the mawqåf one was more reliable. Our first
surviving evidence of this critical rejection of pushing back isn§ds to
the Prophet comes from #AlÊ b. al-MadÊnÊ (d. 234/849), a magnet
of ÈadÊth study in Basra and one of al-Bukh§rÊ’s principal teachers.
He noted that the Prophetic ÈadÊth narrated through the Companion
#Amm§r b. Y§sir (d. 37/657) in which the Prophet prohibited Muslims
from eating the meat of animals sacrificed to God more than three
days after the slaughter (innahu nah§ #an akl luÈåm al-a·§ÈÊ fawqa

thal§th…) was problematic because the mawqåf version through Abå
#Ubayd Sa#d b. #Ubayd al-ZuhrÊ (d. 98/717-8) � al-ZuhrÊ was
more reliable.41

The Genre of #Ilal al-ÈadÊth: a Storehouse for Non-Prophetic Narrations

Ibn al-MadÊnÊ’s work is one of the earliest surviving books in a
genre that preserved Muslims’ responses to the backgrowth of isn§ds,
works of #ilal al-ÈadÊth.

Books of #ilal, or ‘flaws,’ constituted a subgenre of ÈadÊth literature
that served as a veritable storehouse for the mawqåf narrations which
survived alongside the great collections of Prophetic ÈadÊths. Besides
their formal collections, we can imagine that the libraries of ÈadÊth
scholars in the Abbasid period were filled with more humble and
disorganized notebooks of ÈadÊth narrations recorded in innumerable
sessions from teachers in various cities. These sundry reports would

mursal ÈadÊth musnad ). This question was often inseparable from Normative
Matn Addition, however, both in al-TirmidhÊ’s time and in later periods; see
n. 36 above.

41 #AlÊ b. al-MadÊnÊ, al-#Ilal, ed. MuÈammad Mußãaf§ A#íamÊ ([n.p.]: al-
Maktab al-Isl§mÊ, 1392/1972), 104. Al-Bukh§rÊ includes Abå #Ubayd’s narration
from #AlÊ b. AbÊ •§lib; ‘aÈÊÈ al-Bukh§rÊ: kit§b al-a·§ÈÊ, b§b 16; Ibn \ajar, FatÈ
al-b§rÊ, ed. #Abd al-#AzÊz b. #Abdall§h b. B§z and MuÈammad Fu"§d #Abd al-
B§qÊ, 16 vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1418/1997), 10:29 (#5573).
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have constituted the raw material from which these scholars compiled
their collections. They also would have provided the evidence that
ÈadÊth critics used in their attempts to identify which reports enjoyed
the corroborating support of expert transmitters and which were
isolated and thus unreliable. In the course of their identification of
flawed narrations, scholars composing #ilal treatises drew on and
cited these now vanished tomes of ÈadÊth. #Ilal works therefore
allow us a glimpse into the more evanescent manifestations of ÈadÊth
scholarship that rarely survived their author’s death or the ravages
of time. The peak of #ilal work production seems to have been the
late 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries, but later ÈadÊth scholars also
produced occasional works in this genre (see Appendix for a list of
known #ilal works).

Here we must distinguish between books of #ilal al-ÈadÊth and a
later but very similar genre: collections of extremely unreliable or
forged (maw·å#) ÈadÊths known as books of maw·å#§t. The distinction
between these two genres is both topical and chronological, although
there is a degree of overlap in both these aspects. #Ilal works focus
on comparing the multiple narrations of a ÈadÊth to determine
technical flaws like Addition but almost never explicitly criticize a
report due to its meaning. Maw·å#§t works, on the other hand,
expand this scope of criticism to include reports that are deemed
unreliable because they include some clear indication of forgery,
such as their contents contradicting the Qur"§n, more reliable ÈadÊths
or general Islamic principles. Maw·å#§t works thus include criticisms
originating from #ilal works, often identifying ÈadÊths as originally
having been statements of figures other than the Prophet that had
been inappropriately attributed to him. This overlap in content
between #ilal and maw·å#§t works is most evident in Ibn al-JawzÊ’s
Kit§b al-maw·å#§t and his al-#Ilal al-mutan§hiya, for Ibn al-JawzÊ listed
many of the same ÈadÊths in both books.42

42 See MuÈammad b. Ja#far al-Katt§nÊ, al-Ris§la al-mustaãrafa li-bay§n mashhår
kutub al-sunna al-musharrafa (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1416/1995), 118.
For an example of a maw·å#§t book identifying the backgrowth of isn§ds from
a Companion to the Prophet, see Mull§ #AlÊ al-Q§ri" (d. 1014/1606), al-
Maßnå# fÊ ma#rifat al-ÈadÊth al-maw·å#, ed. #Abd al-Fatt§È Abå Ghudda, 6th ed.
(Beirut: D§r al-Bash§"ir al-Isl§miyya, 1426/2005), 67, 77, 81, 107, 116, 149,
193, 198, 199, 201, 206. For some examples of reports attributed to the
Prophet but originally said by other figures, see ibid., 53 (Sufy§n al-ThawrÊ),
62 (Abå \anÊfa and al-Sh§fi#Ê), 83 (Ibr§hÊm al-Nakha#Ê).
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The fact that maw·å#§t books often drew on criticisms, such as
improper Normative Matn Addition, found in #ilal works highlights
the second distinction between the two genres. The maw·å#§t genre
effectively succeeded that of #ilal books, appearing as #ilal works
were falling out of production. #Ilal works are rare after 400/1010,
while maw·å#§t books are exclusively the product of the period after
the 5th/11th century, increasing in number in the late middle and
early modern periods. The earliest known maw·å#§t books were the
Tadhkirat al-maw·å#§t of Abå al-Fa·l al-MaqdisÊ (d. 507/1113) and
al-\usayn b. Ibr§hÊm al-Jawzaq§nÊ’s (d. 543/1148-9) al-Ab§ãÊl wa

al-man§kÊr wa al-ßiÈ§È wa al-mash§hÊr.43 Al-Jawzaq§nÊ himself inad-
vertently demonstrates the evolution of the maw·å#§t genre from
books of #ilal. Although his work clearly focuses on identifying
forged ÈadÊths based on their problematic contents—the hallmark
of later maw·å#§t books, he himself considers his book a study of
#ilal. “For indeed the [study of] #ilal,” he notes, “is the most noble
part of the science of ÈadÊth.”44 Because maw·å#§t books drew on
#ilal works to criticize the backgrowth of isn§ds, we will add the
maw·å#§t books of Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328) and AÈmad b. al-
‘iddÊq al-Ghum§rÊ (d. 1960), which identify numerous instances of
Normative Matn Addition, to the #ilal works examined in this article.

43 Other maw·å#§t works include al-\asan b. MuÈammad al-‘agh§nÊ’s (d.
650/1252) Ris§la fÊ al-aÈ§dÊth al-maw·å#a and his Maw·å#§t, Ibn Qayyim al-
Jawziyya’s (d. 751/1350) al-Man§r al-munÊf fÊ al-ßaÈÊÈ wa’l-·a#Êf and his Naqd al-
manqål wa’l-maÈakk al-mumayyiz bayn al-mardåd wa’l-maqbål, two small treatises
by Jam§l al-DÊn MuÈammad •§hir al-‘iddÊqÊ al-FannÊ (d. 986/1578-9), Shams
al-DÊn Abå #Abdall§h MuÈammad b. Yåsuf al-‘§liÈÊ’s (d. 942/1536) al-Faw§"id
al-majmå#a fÊ bay§n al-aÈ§dÊth al-maw·å#a, the Kashf al-il§hÊ #an shadÊd al-·a#f wa’l-
maw·å# wa’l-w§hÊ by MuÈammad b. MuÈammad al-•ar§bulusÊ al-SandåsÊ (d.
1177/1763-4), Mull§ al-Q§rÊ’s (d. 1014/1606) al-Asr§r al-marfå# fÊ al-aÈ§dÊth al-
maw·å#a and al-Maßnå#a fÊ ma#rifat al-aÈ§dÊth al-maw·å#a, MuÈammad b. #AlÊ al-
Shawk§nÊ’s (d. 1839) al-Faw§"id al-majmå#a fÊ al-aÈ§dÊth al-maw·å#a and #Abd al-
\ayy al-LaknawÊ’s (d. 1886-7) Kit§b al-§th§r al-marfå#a fÊ al-akhb§r al-maw·å#a;
al-Katt§nÊ, al-Ris§la al-mustaãrafa, 117-19.

44 Al-\usayn b. Ibr§hÊm al-Jawzaq§nÊ, al-Ab§ãÊl wa’l-man§kÊr wa’l-ßiÈ§È
wa’l-mash§hÊr, ed. MuÈammad \asan MuÈammad (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-
#Ilmiyya, 1422/2001), 23, 30. Al-Jawzaq§nÊ is responsible for the earliest
instance I have found of a scholar asserting that the contents of a ÈadÊth can
render it false and impugn its transmitters; he states, “every ÈadÊth that
contradicts (bi-khil§f ) the sunna is cast away (matråk) and the person who
says it ana-thema [as a transmitter] (mahjår)”; ibid., 89-90.
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Detecting the Backgrowth of Isn§ds in the Late 3rd/9th Century: Abå Zur #a
and Abå \§tim al-R§zÊ

For Muslim scholars of the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries, the
great political and scholarly center of Rayy was an unavoidable
way-station along the Silk Road from Baghdad to Khur§s§n,
Transoxiana and beyond.

In the 3rd/9th century, two of the city’s scholars emerged as
institutions of Sunni ÈadÊth study. The critical methodologies of
Abå Zur#a al-R§zÊ (d. 264/878) and his friend and colleague Abå
\§tim al-R§zÊ (d. 277/890) have survived primarily because they
were dutifully set down by the latter’s son, #Abd al-RaÈm§n Ibn
AbÊ \§tim al-R§zÊ (d. 327/938). His #Ilal al-ÈadÊth contains thousands
of narrations in which either his father, Abå Zur#a, or both, found
some flaw. Inappropriate Normative Matn Addition appears as a
common problem. The book demonstrates that, when faced with
competing Companion and Prophetic narrations of a ÈadÊth, Abå
Zur#a and Abå \§tim selected the one that enjoyed the preponderance
of evidence or expert opinion.45

Although the two R§zÊs never mention their contemporary col-
lectors, the generation that produced the Six Books, they declare
that some reports considered marfå# by Ibn \anbal (d. 241/855),
Ibn M§jah (d. 273/886) and al-Nas§"Ê (d. 303/915) are actually
mawqåf. In one case, for example, the two R§zÊs dismiss the Prophetic
version of a report because the “trustworthy transmitters (thiq§t)”
support the Companion version. In dismissing the Prophetic version,
they break with Ibn \anbal and al-Nas§"Ê, who chose the Prophetic
isn§ds.46 In three other cases, Abå Zur#a and Abå \§tim feel that

45 This conclusion is based on a total of 33 cases in which Abå \§tim and
Abå Zur#a declared that inappropriate Normative Matn Addition had occurred
and that the mawqåf version of the ÈadÊth was correct. See AbÊ \§tim al-
R§zÊ, #Ilal al-ÈadÊth, 2 vols. (Baghdad: Maktabat al-Muthann§, [1971]); 1:17
(#15); 1:53 (#133); 1:71 (#191); 1:67 (#175); 1:80 (#215); 1:89 (#238); 1:96
(#259); 1:96 (#261); 1:112 (#303 and #307); 1:122 (#334); 1:124 (#340);
2:272 (#2313), and cases listed below.

46 Ibn AbÊ \§tim, al-#Ilal, 1:28-9 (#49). This ÈadÊth is transmitted through
Bishr b. al-Mufa··al � D§wåd b. AbÊ Hind � Abå al-Zubayr MuÈammad
al-MakkÊ � J§bir b. #Abdall§h � Prophet: #al§ kull muslim ghusl fÊ sab#at ayy§m
kull jum#a. Ibn \anbal has this ÈadÊth marfå# through isn§ds mentioned by Abå
\§tim with a slight inversion in the matn; Musnad Ibn \anbal: 3:304. Al-Nas§"Ê
has it marfå# with the same isn§d with the addition of \umayd b. Mas#ada
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reports accepted by Ibn \anbal or Ibn M§jah as Prophetic ÈadÊths
were also instances of inappropriate Normative Matn Addition and
thus cases in which isn§ds had been pushed backwards.47 Clearly
critics like the R§zÊs were dealing with competing marfå# and mawqåf

narrations, each of which often enjoyed support from the respected
experts of previous generations. In one case, for example, Abå
\§tim and Abå Zur#a note that, although the mawqåf version is the
correct one (ßaÈÊÈ), there are reliable marfå# versions as well.48

Continuing Criticism in the 4th/10th Century: Ibn #Amm§r and
al-D§raquãnÊ

The study of #ilal and identifying the backgrowth of isn§ds thrived
in the 4th/10th century, when the most famous #ilal works were
produced.

In fact, this period saw two ÈadÊth scholars pen critiques of al-
Bukh§rÊ’s and Muslim’s ‘aÈÊÈs. Ibn #Amm§r al-ShahÊd (d. 317/929-
30), a scholar of Herat who was killed in a Qarmatian attack on
Mecca while performing pilgrimage, composed a small #ilal work
on Muslim’s collection. Out of thirty-six flawed narrations culled
from Muslim’s ‘aÈÊÈ, Ibn #Amm§r notes three instances of isn§ds
growing backwards. In each case, the author details the various

between him and Bishr as well as a slightly expanded matn; Sunan al-Nas§"Ê:
kit§b al-jum#a, b§b Êj§b al-ghusl yawm al-jum#a.

47 Abå \§tim favors the mawqåf version of a ÈadÊth on what to do if you
are praying and feel an impending release of gas (the report is “fa-man wajada
minkum fÊ baãnihi rizzan…”). Ibn \anbal has this narration as marfå# (Musnad Ibn
\anbal: 1:88, 99). See Ibn AbÊ \§tim, al-#Ilal, 1:31-2 (#59). In the second
case (the report is al-hirr sab#a…), Abå \§tim says that the mawqåf narration
is more correct than the marfå# one. Ibn \anbal has the same transmission
but extends it all the way to the Prophet (Musnad Ibn \anbal: 2:442). See AbÊ
\§tim, al-#Ilal, 1:44 (#98). In the third case, the ÈadÊth “two types of dead
animals and two types of blood have been made licit for you… (Èullat lakum
maytat§n wa dam§n…), the two R§zÊs feel that the mawqåf narration is more
correct, although Ibn M§jah has it marfå# through the same isn§d (Sunan Ibn
M§jah: kit§b al-aã#ima, b§b al-kabid wa’l-ãiÈ§l). See Ibn AbÊ \§tim, al-#Ilal, 2:17
(#1524).

48 Ibn AbÊ \§tim, al-#Ilal, 1:26. The usage of the word ‘ßaÈÊÈ’ here may
be misleading to readers accustomed to its meaning of ‘authentic’ in the
context of ÈadÊth. Here, however, it simply indicates that this version best
represents the true nature of the report - regardless of whether or not the
report is actually an authentic ÈadÊth.
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transmitters who communicated the marfå# and mawqåf versions before
presenting the decisive opinion of an expert critic from the 2nd/
8th century. Like #AlÊ b. al-MadÊnÊ, Ibn #Amm§r criticizes a statement
forbidding Muslims from eating the meat of sacrificed animals more
than three days after the slaughter as the backgrowth of an isn§d.
Ibn #Amm§r quotes the early ÈadÊth critic and jurisprudent Sufy§n
al-ThawrÊ (d. 161/778) as responding to a question about the
Prophetic version of the report by saying, “I have not recorded it
as marfå#.”49 In another report the Prophet prays, “May God ordain
upon you the prayer of a people upright, worshiping throughout
the night, fasting the days, neither iniquitous nor eschewers of right.”
Ibn #Amm§r accuses the Transoxianan scholar #Abd b. \umayd (d.
249/863-4) of pushing the isn§d of this report back from the
Companion Anas b. M§lik to the Prophet.50 Ibn #Amm§r also criticizes
Muslim’s only narration of a ÈadÊth about the inhabitants of heaven
and hell being presented with Death in the form of a goat, which
is then slaughtered to demonstrate the eternity of their respective
conditions. Relying on the testimony of the 2nd/8th-century ÈadÊth
scholar Sulaym§n b. Mihr§n al-A#mash (d. 148/765), Ibn #Amm§r
shows that this was a statement made by the Companion Abå Sa#Êd
al-KhudrÊ, not the Prophet.51

One of the most respected and critically stringent ÈadÊth scholars
of the 4th/10th century was #AlÊ b. #Umar al-D§raquãnÊ of Baghdad
(d. 385/995). He composed two #ilal works, one on the corpus of
ÈadÊths he received from his teacher Ibr§hÊm b. al-\usayn al-KarajÊ
(d.c. 370/980) and one on the contents of the ‘aÈÊÈayn.52 This latter
work, the Kit§b al-tatabbu#, was not polemical and did not serve as
a vehicle for al-D§raquãnÊ to advance his own legal, ritual or dogmatic
opinions at the expense of al-Bukh§rÊ and Muslim. Rather, the
work was a technical criticism in which al-D§raquãnÊ juxtaposed
his own methodology of ÈadÊth evaluation with those of two scholars

49 Abå al-Fa·l Ibn #Amm§r al-ShahÊd, #Ilal al-aÈ§dÊth fÊ kit§b al-ßaÈÊÈ li-
Muslim b. al-\ajj§j, ed. #AlÊ b. \asan al-\alabÊ (Riyadh: D§r al-Hijra, 1412/
1991), 95.

50 Ibid., 131.
51 Ibid., 132-3; cf. ‘aÈÊÈ al-Bukh§rÊ: kit§b al-tafsÊr, sårat 19 b§b 1 / FatÈ al-

b§rÊ # 4730; ‘aÈÊÈ Muslim: kit§b al-janna wa ßifat na#Êmih§, b§b al-n§r yadkhuluh§
al-jabb§rån wa’l-janna yadkhuluh§ al-·u#af§".

52 Al-KhaãÊb, T§rÊkh Baghd§d, 6:56-7.
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whom he studied intensively and clearly admired greatly.53 The
Kit§b al-tatabbu# thus provides a fascinating account of a scholar
debating the backgrowth of isn§ds for certain ÈadÊths more than a
century after they had won the approval of the great experts al-
Bukh§rÊ and Muslim.

Like the two R§zÊs, al-D§raquãnÊ was highly suspicious of Normative
Matn Addition. If a marfå# version of a report coexisted with a
mawqåf one, he did not accept the Prophetic version unless it was
corroborated by the majority of the narrations of that ÈadÊth or
certified by the overwhelming expertise of master critics like al-
A#mash.54 Of 217 narrations that he criticizes in the ‘aÈÊÈayn, al-
D§raquãnÊ notes fifteen instances of inappropriate Normative Matn

Addition in which isn§ds had been pushed back to the Prophet. For
example, Muslim’s sole narration of a ÈadÊth in which the Prophet
explains that God will grant the believers a vision of Himself on the
Day of Judgment without any separation, al-D§raquãnÊ argues, is
actually the words of the Successor #Abd al-RaÈm§n Ibn AbÊ Layl§
(d. 82/701-2).55 In reaching this conclusion, al-D§raquãnÊ was not
only overturning Muslim’s decision on this report; other prominent
ÈadÊth scholars had also declared this ÈadÊth marfå#. Al-TirmidhÊ
included it as the words of the Prophet in his J§mi# (although he
notes that a mawqåf version also exists).56 Ibn M§jah presents the

53 Brown, “Criticism of the Proto-Hadith Canon,” 16 ff. Al-Bukh§rÊ’s #ilal
work has unfortunately been lost. We can glean a few indications of his
stance on Normative Matn Addition from his extant writings. He states that
one narration adding a phrase in the matn of a ÈadÊth (Literal Matn Addition)
is allowed if the addition can be substantiated (idh§ thabata). He makes no
mention of competing narrations; al-Bukh§rÊ, Kit§b raf# al-yadayn fÊ al-ßal§t,
131-3.

54 Brown, “Criticism of the Proto-Hadith Canon,” 31-33.
55 #AlÊ b. #Umar al-D§raquãnÊ, Kit§b al-ilz§m§t wa’l-tatabbu#, ed. Muqbil b.

H§dÊ al-W§di#Ê (Medina: al-Maktaba al-Salafiyya, [1978]), 266-7. This ÈadÊth
is found in ‘aÈÊÈ Muslim: kit§b al-im§n, b§b ithb§t ru"yat al-mu"minÊn fÊ al-§khira
rabbahum. The report is “When the people of Paradise enter Paradise, God
most high will say ‘do you wish Me to grant you anything else,’ and they will
respond, ‘Have you not honored our countenances, granted us entry into the
Garden and saved us from Hellfire?’ Then God will remove His veil, and
they will never be granted anything dearer to them than gazing at their Lord
most glorious (idh§ dakhala ahl al-janna al-janna q§la q§la yaqålu All§h tab§raka wa
ta#§l§ turÊdån shay" an uzÊdukum fa-yaqålån a-lam tubayyi· wujåhan§ a-lam tudkhiln§
al-janna wa tunajjin§ min al-n§r, q§la fa-yakshifu al-Èij§b fa-m§ u#ãå shay" an aÈabba
ilayhim min al-naíar il§ rabbihim #azza wa jall).”

56 J§mi# al-TirmidhÊ: kit§b ßifat al-janna, b§b m§ j§"a fÊ ru"yat al-rabb tab§raka wa
ta#§l§.
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Prophetic version as the correct one. Ibn \anbal also offers only
the marfå# version.57 Al-D§raquãnÊ thus reveals the backgrowth of
an isn§d found in four of the most respected or well-known ÈadÊth
collections of the 3rd/9th century.

In his much larger Kit§b al-#ilal, which consists of 2,336 criticized
narrations, al-D§raquãnÊ notes that certain narrations of ÈadÊths
attributed to the Prophet in the canonical Six Books were actually
the words of Companions. He asserts, for example, that the correct
narration of a report “the witr prayer is enjoined upon every Muslim…
(al-witr Èaqq #al§ kull muslim…)” is mawqåf. “Those that have it maw-

qåf…,” he explains, “are more reliable than those who have it
marfå#.” Abå D§wåd (d. 275/888) and Ibn M§jah, however, include
it as a Prophetic ÈadÊth in their Sunans. Only al-Nas§"Ê, widely
considered to be the third most critically demanding compiler, after
al-Bukh§rÊ and Muslim, notes that the mawqåf version is correct.58

Al-D§raquãnÊ also concludes that the report attributed to the Prophet
through Abå Hurayra � Sa#Êd b. Musayyab, that “the molar of
the unbeliever on the Day of Resurrection will be greater than
[Mount] UÈud (·irs al-k§fir yawm al-qiy§ma a#íam min UÈud…)” is
properly mawqåf.59 However, both Ibn \anbal and Ibn M§jah had
selected Prophetic versions of this report for their collections.60

The Triumph of Legal Theorists and the Categorical Acceptance of Prophetic
Versions

Many prominent ÈadÊth critics of the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries
proved much laxer with Normative Matn Addition than Abå \§tim

57 Sunan Ibn M§jah: kit§b al-muqaddima, b§b m§ ankarat al-jahmiyya; Musnad
Ibn \anbal: 6:16.

58 Al-D§raquãnÊ, al-#Ilal al-w§rida fÊ al-aÈ§dÊth al-nabawiyya, ed. MaÈfåí al-
RaÈm§n al-SalafÊ, 11 vols. (Riyadh: D§r al-•ayba, 1405/1985-1416/1996),
6:100. See Sunan AbÊ D§wåd: kit§b al-witr, b§b kam al-witr; Sunan Ibn M§jah: kit§b
iq§mat al-ßal§t, b§b m§ j§"a fÊ al-witr bi-thal§th wa khams (subchapter #123); Sunan
al-Nas§"Ê: kit§b qiy§m al-layl wa taãawwu# al-nah§r, b§b dhikr al-ikhtil§f #al§ al-ZuhrÊ
fÊ ÈadÊth AbÊ Ayyåb fÊ al-witr.

59 Al-D§raquãnÊ, al-#Ilal al-w§rida fÊ al-akhb§r al-nabawiyya, 9:177.
60 Musnad Ibn \anbal: 2:328, 334, 537 [through #Aã§" b. Yas§r � Abå

Hurayra � Prophet] and another with a slightly different matn with this same
isn§d; Sunan Ibn M§jah: kit§b al-zuhd, ßifat al-n§r [this version has an inverted
word order in the matn, and its isn§d goes through #Aãiyya al-#AwfÊ � Abå
Sa#Êd al-KhudrÊ � Prophet].
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al-R§zÊ, Abå Zur#a al-R§zÊ, Ibn #Amm§r and al-D§raquãnÊ. While
these latter scholars only accepted Addition when the Prophetic
version enjoyed the preponderance of expert evidence, others allowed
one narrator to break with the predominant version of a report and
attribute it to the Prophet as long as that narrator was reliable
(thiqa).

Perhaps the earliest example of this less strict school of ÈadÊth
evaluation was al-TirmidhÊ, who accepted the attribution of additional
material to the Prophet provided it was done by a reliable ÈadÊth
master (È§fií).61 The compiler of one of the last collections limited
to ‘authentic’ ÈadÊths, Ibn \ibb§n al-BustÊ (d. 354/965), explains
that the Prophetic version of a report presented by a transmitter is
acceptable even if others identified it as mawqåf elsewhere so long
as the first transmitter is upstanding (#adl).62

A student of Ibn \ibb§n and the first great systematizer of the
Sunni ÈadÊth tradition, Abå #Abdall§h MuÈammad al-\§kim al-
Nays§bårÊ (d. 405/1014), was also lax in rejecting Normative Matn

Addition. He declared, in fact, that no Addition made by a reliable
transmitter (thiqa) should be considered a flaw (#illa) in a ÈadÊth.63

In his landmark treatise on the science of ÈadÊth collection and
criticism, Ma#rifat #ulåm al-ÈadÊth, al-\§kim instructs his readers to
treat as Prophetic a report that may appear as mawqåf but is really
marfå# (musnada fÊ al-aßl ).64 This was tantamount to accepting all but
the most blatant instances of inappropriate Normative Matn Addition,
since a critic could elevate what others considered a Companion
report to Prophetic status provided he believed that the Prophetic
version was the original one.

As a result, only the most egregious instances of isn§d backgrowth
alarmed al-\§kim. His student, Abå Ya#l§ al-KhalÊlÊ (d. 446/1054),
reports that al-\§kim had heard the following mawqåf report from
a pillar of ÈadÊth scholarship in Nays§bår, Abå al-#Abb§s al-Aßamm
(d. 346/957), attributed to the Companion #Abdall§h b. #Amr: “the

61 Ibn Rajab, SharÈ #Ilal al-TirmidhÊ, 1:419.
62 Ibn \ibb§n, ‘aÈÊÈ Ibn \ibb§n bi-tartÊb al-AmÊr #Al§" al-DÊn al-F§risÊ, ed.

AÈmad MuÈammad Sh§kir (Cairo: D§r al-Ma#§rif, [1952]), 1:119; idem,#Ilal
al-akhb§r wa ma#rifat ruw§t al-§th§r (Riyadh: Maktabat al-Rushd, 2001), 418.

63 Al-\§kim al-Nays§bårÊ, al-Mustadrak #al§ al-‘aÈÊÈayn, ed. Muqbil b. H§dÊ
al-W§di#Ê, 5 vols. (Cairo: D§r al-\aramayn, 1417/1997), 1:39-40.

64 Al-\§kim al-Nays§bårÊ, Ma#rifat #ulåm al-ÈadÊth, 26-7.
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son of Adam will share half the punishment of the people of Hellfire
in proper proportion (Ibn $dam yuq§simu nißf #adh§b ahl al-n§r qismatan

ßiÈ§Èan).” Two years later, however, al-KhalÊlÊ heard al-\§kim mention
that he had heard the same report from a fellow scholar in Isfahan
as a ÈadÊth attributed to the Prophet. When al-KhalÊlÊ asked his
teacher to transmit the Prophetic version to him, al-\§kim refused,
explaining, “I stand by what I read from him [al-Aßamm] as a
mawqåf report.”65 The Prophetic version, however, was already so
dubious that neither the compilers of the Six Books nor Ibn \anbal
had included it in their collections. Rejecting it as a case of the
backgrowth of isn§ds is thus hardly a testament to al-\§kim’s se-
lectivity.

Ibn \ibb§n’s and al-\§kim’s more permissive attitude towards
Normative Matn Addition resonated with prominent ÈadÊth scholars
strongly associated with specific schools of law. The M§likÊ jurist
and ÈadÊth scholar of Lisbon, Ibn #Abd al-Barr (d. 463/1071), states
in his mammoth commentary on the Muwaããa" (Kit§b al-TamhÊd )
that the Additions (ziy§d§t) of the ÈadÊth masters (Èuff§í) concerning
the text of reports are acceptable (maqbåla).66 His Sh§fi#Ê contemporary
in Khur§s§n, Abå Bakr al-BayhaqÊ (d. 458/1066), also demonstrated
a latitudinarian approach to competing Prophetic and Companion
reports. In his massive compendium of ÈadÊth buttressing Sh§fi#Ê
substantive law, the Sunan al-kubr§, al-BayhaqÊ sometimes acknowledges
that mawqåf narrations exist alongside Prophetic ones. But he generally
favors the Prophetic versions.67 Although al-BayhaqÊ was a tremendous
scholar of ÈadÊth, he was first and foremost a dedicated adherent
of the Sh§fi#Ê/Ash#arÊ school of law and legal theory. His attitude

65 Al-KhalÊl b. #Abdall§h al-KhalÊlÊ, al-Irsh§d fÊ ma#rifat #ulam§" al-ÈadÊth, ed.
#$mir AÈmad \aydar (Mecca: D§r al-Fikr, 1414/1993), 326.

66 Abå #Umar Yåsuf Ibn #Abd al-Barr, al-TamhÊd li-m§ fÊ al-Muwaããa" min
al-ma#§nÊ wa ’l-as§nÊd, ed. Mußãaf§ b. AÈmad al-#AlawÊ and MuÈammad #Abd
al-KabÊr al-BakrÊ, 2nd ed., 26 vols. ([Rabat]: Wiz§rat #Umåm al-Awq§f wa’l-
Shu"ån al-Isl§miyya, 1402/1982, 1st edition 1387/1967), 8:267.

67 See notes 28 and 98, where al-BayhaqÊ favors the marfå# versions. In
one case he invokes the expert opinion of #Abdall§h b. \arb to bolster support
for the marfå# reports. For an instance where al-BayhaqÊ feels that the Companion
version of the report “Indeed marriage is servitude, so be wary of where you
enslave your free maiden (innam§ al-nik§È riqq fal-yaníur aÈadukum ayna yaruqqu
#atÊqatahu), attributed to Asm§" bt. AbÊ Bakr, is more reliable than the Prophetic
versions, see al-BayhaqÊ, al-Sunan al-kubr§, 7:133 (kit§b al-nik§È, b§b man takhall§
li-#ib§dat All§h idh§ lam tattaqi nafsuhu il§ al-nik§È).
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towards competing marfå# and mawqåf reports reflected the stance
emerging as mainstream among legal theorists in his school and
others in the 5th/11th century.

This stance privileged the practical epistemological needs of jurists
and legal theorists over the critical methodology of stringent ÈadÊth
critics. For jurists and legal theorists of the 5th/11th century, the
question of competing Prophetic and Companion narrations was
an undesirable distraction.68 In the early development of the Sunni
legal tradition, Companion opinions had been an important con-
sideration in establishing rulings. Once the \anafÊ, Sh§fi#Ê, M§likÊ
and \anbalÊ schools of law had matured, however, none of them
granted Companion opinions authority approaching that of Prophetic
ÈadÊths. If a jurist could determine that a report was the words of
the Prophet and not those of a lesser figure, its authority and legal
utility increased dramatically. A Prophetic report could restrict or
modify Qur"§nic rulings as well as govern worship and dogma.

Many jurists and legal theorists thus adopted the stance of ÈadÊth
critics like Ibn \ibb§n, who accepted Normative Matn Addition
unconditionally, provided the transmitter of that narration was
reliable. The great Sh§fi#Ê/Ash#arÊ jurist of Baghdad, Abå IsÈ§q al-
ShÊr§zÊ, thus maintained that the existence of competing marfå# and
mawqåf narrations posed no threat to the reliability of the Prophetic
version; scholars should accept the Prophetic version as authoritative.
He noted that this position differs from that of “some ÈadÊth scholars
(aßÈ§b al-ÈadÊth),” who consider the competing mawqåf narrations to
be “damning (qadÈ) for the Prophetic report.”69

Al-ShÊr§zÊ reveals the functionalist motivation for categorically
accepting the Prophetic version by turning to a rational principle
embedded in the Near Eastern composite of classical Islamic thought.

68 Interestingly, when rigorous critics like al-D§raquãnÊ revealed that a
Prophetic report was really mawqåf, a small window was opened up for jurists
to rehabilitate this ÈadÊth. The \anafÊ jurist and ÈadÊth scholar 4iy§" al-DÊn
Abå \afß #Umar al-MawßilÊ (d. 622/1225) devoted an unusual treatise to
rescuing those ÈadÊths al-D§raquãnÊ and Ibn al-JawzÊ had proven to be mawqåf
in their #ilal works. Al-MawßilÊ explains that these reports may indeed have
originally been the statements of Companions, but this means that they may
still possess some legal utility. \adÊths that are patent forgeries (maw·å#§t)
have no legal weight, while Companion reports are admissible as evidence in
deriving legal rulings among jurists; 4iy§" al-DÊn Abå \afß #Umar al-MawßilÊ,
al-Wuqåf #al§ al-mawqåf, Ms. Ahmet III 624, fol. 230b.

69 Al-ShÊr§zÊ, al-Tabßira, 325.
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The scholar invokes the axiom that “in matters of epistemology,
the affirmative supersedes the negative (al-muthbit muqaddam #al§ al-

n§fÊ fÊ al-#ilm).”70 In other words, all things being equal, a report that
increases the absolute amount of knowledge about law and doctrine
in the Muslim community supersedes a report that offers no additional
knowledge. Abå al-Muíaffar al-Sam#§nÊ (d. 489/1096), a younger
contemporary of al-ShÊr§zÊ from Khur§s§n who defected from the
\anafÊ to the Sh§fi#Ê school, reiterates the acceptability of taking
the Prophetic version of a report. He explains that a Companion
may quote the Prophet on one occasion and paraphrase him on
another when delivering his own legal ruling ( fatw§). Al-Sam#§nÊ
adds that one should treat competing Companion/Prophetic nar-
rations of the same ÈadÊth in the same manner as one would treat
two totally different ÈadÊths. The Prophetic version is thus admissible
regardless of how numerous or well attested the Companion counter-
parts are.71

The general acceptance of Normative Matn Addition was echoed
by al-ShÊr§zÊ’s \anbalÊ contemporary in jurisprudence and legal
theory, Abå Ya#l§ Ibn al-Farr§" of Baghdad (d. 458/1066).72 A
M§likÊ of Baghdad from the same period, Abå al-WalÊd al-B§jÊ (d.
474/1081), also accepted Addition to the text of a report (al-z§"id

70 Al-ShÊr§zÊ, Kit§b al-ma#åna fÊ al-jadal, ed. #Abd al-MajÊd TurkÊ (Beirut:
D§r al-Gharb al-Isl§mÊ, 1408/1988), 162-3. The earliest articulation of this
principle that I have found appears in Abå Ja#far AÈmad b. MuÈammad al-
•aÈ§wÊ’s (d. 321/933) SharÈ ma#§nÊ al-§th§r, oddly in the context of Literal
Matn Addition. Here al-•aÈ§wÊ favors the narration with Addition over the
one without it because “the narration adding supersedes the one lacking (al-
z§"id awl§ min al-n§qiß)”; Abå Ja#far al-•aÈ§wÊ, SharÈ ma#§nÊ al-§th§r, ed.
MuÈammad ZahrÊ al-Najj§r, 4 vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1421/
2001), 1:23. For instances of this principle being employed in the context of
claims made in a debate (in which, all things being equal, the person making
a claim trumps the person rejecting it) in both the sixth/twelfth century and
the twentieth, see Majd al-DÊn al-Mub§rak b. MuÈammad Ibn al-AthÊr, J§mi#
al-ußål fÊ aÈ§dÊth al-Rasål, ed. #Abd al-Q§dir al-Arn§"åã, 15 vols. ([n.p.]: D§r al-
Mal§È 1389/1969), 1:162; AÈmad b. al-‘iddÊq al-Ghum§rÊ, #AlÊ ibn AbÊ •§lib
im§m al-#§rifÊn aw al-Burh§n al-jalÊ fÊ taÈqÊq intis§b al-ßåfiyya il§ #AlÊ, ed. AÈmad
MuÈammad MursÊ (Cairo: Maktabat al-Q§hira, [n.d]), 183.

71 Abå al-Muíaffar Manßår b. MuÈammad al-Sam#§nÊ, Qaw§ãi# al-adilla fÊ
ußål al-fiqh, ed. #Abdall§h b. \§fií al-\akamÊ, 5 vols. (Riyadh: Maktabat al-
Tawba, 1418/1998), 2:463; cf. al-‘an#§nÊ, Taw·ÊÈ al-afk§r, 1:340.

72 Abå Ya#l§ Ibn al-Farr§", al-#Udda fÊ ußål al-fiqh, ed. AÈmad b. #AlÊ SÊr al-
Mub§rak, 3 vols. (Beirut: Mu"assasat al-Ris§la, 1400/1980), 3:1011.
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min al-akhb§r). If the report adding knowledge were dealt with on its
own merits, he explains, scholars would accept and employ it. Any
critic who would accept the marfå# report if it were narrated in
isolation must thus also accept the report when it is a case of
Addition to another narration.73 This stance offered the jurists
tremendous utility. For example, in the face of nine mawqåf narrations
of a report and only one marfå# version, they could dismiss the
majority Companion versions and take the lone Prophetic narration.

These 5th/11th-century jurists and legal theorists received validation
for their position from al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ (d. 463/1071). This
towering figure in ÈadÊth scholarship sought to build a bridge between
the ahl al-ÈadÊth traditionists and the more theoretically inclined
devotees of the Sh§fi#Ê/Ash#arÊ school. His Kit§b al-faqÊh wa"l-mutafaqqih

thus attempts to digest and present the system of Sh§fi#Ê/Ash#arÊ
legal theory in the transmission-based language of ÈadÊth scholars.
In other writings, al-KhaãÊb urges ÈadÊth scholars to better understand
and appreciate the complementary role of ÈadÊth scholars and jurists.
In this vein, he presents his readers with stories of collaboration
between the archetypal jurist Abå \anÊfa and the ÈadÊth transmitter
Sulaym§n b. Mihr§n al-A#mash.74

In his hugely influential treatise on the discipline of ÈadÊth
transmission and criticism, al-Kif§ya fÊ #ilm al-riw§ya, al-KhaãÊb backs
the jurists’ stance on Normative Matn Addition in the face of resistance
from ÈadÊth scholars. He acknowledges that the majority of ÈadÊth
scholars (muÈaddithån) treats the mawqåf narration as the correct
version and view the marfå# narration as an erroneous attribution to
the Prophet. Al-KhaãÊb argues, however, that the existence of a
competing Companion report does not affect the provenance of
the Prophetic one. After all, the Companion version may represent
the Companion’s fatw§, and thus the two reports represent two
totally different instances of speech. He describes how Sufy§n b.

73 Abå al-WalÊd Sulaym§n b. Khalaf al-B§jÊ, al-Ish§ra fÊ ußål al-fiqh, ed.
#$dil AÈmad #Abd al-Mawjåd and #AlÊ MuÈammad #Awa· (Riyadh: Maktabat
Niz§r Mußãaf§ al-B§z, 1418/1997), 239.

74 Here Abå \anÊfa answers a legal question in the presence of al-A#mash,
who then inquires as to how he arrived at that response. Abå \anÊfa replies,
“From one of your ÈadÊths,” to which al-A#mash responds, “Yes, we are the
pharmacists and you are the doctors”; al-KhaãÊb, “NaßÊÈat li-ahl al-ÈadÊth,”
in Majmå#at al-ras§"il fÊ #ulåm al-ÈadÊth, ed. ‘ubÈÊ al-BadrÊ al-S§marr§"Ê (Medina:
al-Maktaba al-Salafiyya, 1389/1969), 33.
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#Uyayna used to narrate a ÈadÊth from the Prophet and an identical
fatw§ from a Companion without considering the two reports related.75

Al-KhaãÊb’s efforts to straddle the divide between jurists and ÈadÊth
critics manifested itself in his other writings on Normative Matn

Addition. In his TamyÊz al-mazÊd fÊ muttaßil al-as§nÊd (now lost), he
apparently adopted a position closer to that of the ÈadÊth scholars
he mentioned in the Kif§ya. The 8th/14th-century \anbalÊ scholar
Zayn al-DÊn Ibn Rajab (d. 795/1392) explains how al-KhaãÊb’s
efforts to be all things to all people angered some ÈadÊth scholars,
who rejected his adoption of the legal theorists’ stance in his Kif§ya,
as well as the legal theorists, who rejected his position in the TamyÊz.76

In his evaluation of ÈadÊths in the T§rÊkh Baghd§d, al-KhaãÊb assumes
an approach similar to that of al-\§kim al-Nays§bårÊ; he rejects
only the more flagrant backgrowth of isn§ds.77

Al-KhaãÊb’s pro-jurist stance on Normative Matn Addition was
adopted by the major architects of the later Sunni ÈadÊth tradition.
The M§likÊ al-Q§·Ê #Iy§· b. Mås§ (d. 544/1149) recognized that
the majority of jurists (fuqah§") and legal theorists (ußåliyyån) accepted
Addition unconditionally, provided the narrator of the Prophetic
report was trustworthy. Al-Q§·Ê #Iy§· omitted any note of ÈadÊth
scholar dissent.78 In his definitive treatise on the ÈadÊth sciences,
Ibn al-‘al§È (d. 643/1245) categorically adopted the legal theorists’

75 Al-KhaãÊb, al-Kif§ya, 449, 456.
76 Ibn Rajab, SharÈ #Ilal al-TirmidhÊ, 1:428. Here the modern ÈadÊth scholar

Når al-DÊn #Itr suggests that al-KhaãÊb was not altering his position because
the TamyÊz was devoted to the question of Isn§d Addition. Since we do not
have access to the TamyÊz, however, we are dependent on Ibn Rajab’s analysis
of its content. Because he felt it was appropriate to mention the book in the
context of Normative Matn Addition, it seems likely that the work actually
addressed this issue at least in part.

77 Al-KhaãÊb notes, for example, that the correct version of the little-
known Prophetic ÈadÊth “never did two men love one another for [the sake
of God]… (m§ taÈ§bba rajul§n fÊ All§h…)” is mawqåf. He also notes the correct
mawqåf versions of Abå D§wåd’s frequently criticized ÈadÊth (mentioned above)
on not answering the call to prayer (Sa#Êd b. al-Jubayr � Ibn #Abb§s �
Prophet: man sami#a al-nid§" fa-lam yujib fa-l§ ßal§t lahu…) as well as a ÈadÊth
on buying fish that Ibn \anbal included in his Musnad as marfå# (� YazÊd b.
AbÊ Ziy§d � Musayyib b. R§fi# � #Abdall§h b. Mas#åd � Prophet: l§
tashtarå al-samak fÊ al-m§" fa-innahu gharar; Musnad Ibn \anbal: 1:288); al-KhaãÊb,
T§rÊkh Baghd§d, 6:282-3; 2:446; 9:446-7.

78 Al-Q§·Ê #Iy§· b. Mås§, Ikm§l al-Mu#lim bi-faw§"id Muslim, ed. YaÈy§
Ism§#Êl, 9 vols. (Mansoura, Egypt: D§r al-Waf§", 1419/1998), 1:102.
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position as articulated by al-KhaãÊb. Regardless of competing
Companion reports, the Prophetic version should be taken as correct
because the affirmative supersedes the negative in matters of legal
epistemology.79 Almost every major Sh§fi#Ê ÈadÊth figure upheld the
categorical acceptability of taking the Prophetic version, provided
its transmitter was reliable, among them al-NawawÊ (d. 676/1277),
Ibn Jam§#a (d. 733/1333), Jam§l al-DÊn al-MizzÊ (d. 742/1341),
Zayn al-DÊn al-#Ir§qÊ (d. 806/1404), Ibn al-JazarÊ (d. 833/1429),
Shams al-DÊn al-Sakh§wÊ (d. 902/1497), Jal§l al-DÊn al-SuyåãÊ (d.
911/1505) and Shaykh al-Isl§m Zakariyy§ al-Anß§rÊ (d. 926/1520).
In the words of al-Anß§rÊ, “the transmitter [of the Prophetic version]
is affirming and thus supersedes the person negating it (i.e., narrating
the mawqåf version).”80 The M§likÊ scholar of Marrakesh, Ibn al-
Qaãã§n (d. 628/1231), seems to have followed al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ
in upholding the categorical acceptance of Addition by trustworthy
transmitters. Ibn al-Qaãã§n stated that this is the opinion of “most
of the legal theorists and a party from among the scholars of ÈadÊth.”
Like al-ShÊr§zÊ and Ibn al-‘al§È, he explained that the transmitter
narrating the Prophetic version has preserved knowledge (Èafiía)
that the transmitters of the mawqåf narration have not.81 The \anafÊ
scholar of Herat, Abå al-Fay· al-FaßÊÈ al-HarawÊ (d. 837/1434)
also followed Ibn al-‘al§È, stating that Addition by a reliable narrator

79 Ibn al-‘al§È, Muqaddimat Ibn ‘al§È, 229.
80 MuÈyÊ al-DÊn Abå Zakariyy§ YaÈy§ al-NawawÊ, SharÈ ‘aÈÊÈ Muslim, 15

vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Qalam, 1407/1987), 1:145; idem, al-TaqrÊb li’l-NawawÊ
(Cairo: Maktabat MuÈammad #AlÊ ‘ubayÈ, 1388/1968), 11; Badr al-DÊn
MuÈammad b. Ibr§hÊm Ibn Jam§#a, Manhal al-r§wÊ fÊ #ulåm al-ÈadÊth al-nabawÊ,
ed. MuÈammad al-Sayyid NåÈ (Mansoura, Egypt: D§r al-Waf§", 1402/1981),
167; al-SubkÊ, •abaq§t al-sh§fi#iyya, 10:424 (biography of al-MizzÊ); al-#Ir§qÊ,
Al-TaqyÊd wa’l-Ê·§È li-m§ uãliqa wa ughliqa min Muqaddimat Ibn al-‘al§È, ed.
MuÈammad #Abdall§h Sh§hÊn (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1420/1999),
79; idem, al-Tabßira wa’l-tadhkira, 1:178; al-Sakh§wÊ, FatÈ al-mughÊth, 1:219;
idem, al-Gh§ya fÊ sharÈ al-Hid§ya, ed. Abå #$"ish #Abd al-Mun#im Ibr§hÊm
([Cairo]: Maktabat Awl§d al-Shaykh, 1422/2001), 178; al-SuyåãÊ, TadrÊb al-
r§wÊ, ed. #Izzat #AlÊ #Aãiyya and Mås§ MuÈammad #AlÊ, 2 vols. (Cairo: Maãba#at
\ass§n, 1980), 1:276; Zakariyy§ al-Anß§rÊ, FatÈ al-b§qÊ bi-sharÈ Alfiyyat al-
#Ir§qÊ, ed. Than§"all§h al-Z§hidÊ (Beirut: D§r Ibn \azm, 1420/1999), 162.

81 Ibn al-Qaãã§n, Bay§n, 5:351, 430. For these citations and indispensable
assistance in navigating Ibn al-Qaãã§n’s magnum opus, I am indebted to Mußãaf§
Abå Sufy§n’s extremely useful treatise $r§" Ibn al-Qaãã§n al-F§sÊ fÊ #ilm mußãalaÈ
al-ÈadÊth min khil§l kit§bihi Bay§n al-wahm wa’l-Êh§m (Rabat: Maãba#at al-Ma#§rif
al-JadÊda, 2002).
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(ziy§dat al-thiqa) is accepted categorically by the majority of jurists
and ÈadÊth scholars.82 The great Indian \anafÊ ÈadÊth scholar of
the nineteenth century, #Abd al-\ayy al-LaknawÊ (d. 1304/1886-
7), also advocated the categorical acceptability of a marfå# narration
regardless of competing mawqåf versions, provided the former had
a reliable isn§d.83

The Survival of the \adÊth Critical Methodology

Although central figures in the Sunni ÈadÊth tradition such as al-
KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ and Ibn al-‘al§È validated the jurists’ pragmatic
but uncritical acceptance of Normative Matn Addition, a series of
ÈadÊth scholars continued to uphold the rigorous approach of the
R§zÊs and al-D§raquãnÊ.

Majd al-DÊn Ibn al-AthÊr (d. 606/1210) estimated that while jurists
accepted Normative Matn Addition by a trustworthy narrator
regardless of opposing evidence, many ÈadÊth scholars still maintained
that the mawqåf report was the correct version.84 For them, a ÈadÊth
critic must choose the correct version of the report by examining
the totality of its existing narrations rather than relying on a fixed
rule of acceptance. If the majority of the reliable narrations of the
ÈadÊth were from a Companion, a Prophetic version was of dubious
provenance. The great \anbalÊ scholar and preacher of Baghdad,
Ibn al-JawzÊ (d. 597/1200), attempted to walk a critical middle
ground on the backgrowth of isn§ds. He explained that a mawqåf

narration presents no inherent threat to the authenticity of a marfå#

version. Only when the majority of narrations are mawqåf does a
solitary marfå# version lose its reliability. He thus accepted Normative
Matn Addition, except in circumstances in which it was clearly a
minority opinion.85 Shams al-DÊn al-DhahabÊ (d. 748/1348) seconded

82 Abå al-Fay· MuÈammad b. MuÈammad al-FaßÊÈ al-HarawÊ, Jaw§hir
al-ußål fÊ #ilm ÈadÊth al-Rasål, ed. Abå al-Ma#§lÊ Aãhar al-Mub§rakfårÊ (Medina:
al-Maktaba al-#Ilmiyya, [1973]), 38.

83 #Abd al-\ayy al-LaknawÊ, £afar al-am§nÊ bi-sharÈ mukhtaßar al-sayyid al-
sharÊf al-Jurj§nÊ, ed. #Abd al-Fatt§È Abå Ghudda (Aleppo: Maktab al-Maãbå#§t
al-Isl§miyya, 1416/1996), 332-3.

84 Ibn al-AthÊr, J§mi# al-ußål, 1:170.
85 #Abd al-RaÈm§n Ibn al-JawzÊ, Kit§b al-maw·å#§t, ed. #Abd al-RaÈm§n

MuÈammad #Uthm§n, 3 vols. (Medina: al-Maktaba al-Salafiyya, 1386-88/
1966-68), 1:34.
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this moderate approach, as did his teacher Ibn DaqÊd al-#^d (d.
702/1302). If a reliable transmitter narrates a Prophetic ÈadÊth,
but his colleagues have it as a Companion report, then a critic
should take the word of the majority. “An individual,” al-DhahabÊ
explains, “may err.” If both sides seem equal, then one should
present both versions in one’s work.86 Similarly, Ibn Rajab favored
this emphasis on analyzing circumstances (qar§"in) to determine the
correct form of the report. A Prophetic version may be accepted
provided that it does not disagree with other Companion versions
that are more reliable.87 KhalÊl b. KaykaldÊ al-#Al§"Ê (d. 761/1359)
noted that the great early ÈadÊth critics like al-Bukh§rÊ considered
the specific circumstances of each case of competing marfå# and
mawqåf reports, acting on the best evidence and not some categorical
principle (q§#ida) like the one advanced by al-KhaãÊb and Ibn al-
‘al§È.88 The Yemeni Sunni, Ibn al-WazÊr (d. 840/1436), reiterated
the importance of considering circumstances (qar§"in). The individual
ÈadÊth critic must evaluate each case according to its merits.89

This approach received its most compelling support from the
Cairene Ibn \ajar al-#Asqal§nÊ (d. 852/1449). He stated that
Normative Matn Addition was acceptable only when it did not
differ with a more reliable Companion narration. Ibn \ajar, who
disapproved of the widespread unconditional acceptance of Addition
among jurists, expressed dismay that so many ÈadÊth scholars from
his own Sh§fi#Ê school upheld this notion. After all, a categorical
acceptance of Normative Matn Addition could lead to instances in
which a Prophetic narration contradicted more reliable mawqåf

versions, thus rendering it anomalous (sh§dhdh) and disqualifying it
from an authentic (ßaÈÊÈ) rating.90 One of Ibn \ajar’s students,

86 Al-DhahabÊ, al-Måqiía fÊ #ilm mußãalaÈ al-ÈadÊth, ed. #Abd al-Fatt§È Abå
Ghudda (Aleppo: Maktab al-Maãbå#§t al-Isl§miyya, 1405/[1984-1985]), 52;
al-‘an#§nÊ, Taw·ÊÈ al-afk§r, 1:343. Al-DhahabÊ identifies numerous instances
of isn§d backgrowth in his MÊz§n al-i#tid§l; see al-DhahabÊ, MÊz§n al-i#tid§l fÊ
naqd al-rij§l, ed. #AlÊ MuÈammad al-Baj§wÊ, 4 vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Ma#rifa,
[n.d.], reprint of 1963-4 Cairo #^s§ al-B§bÊ al-\alabÊ edition, citations are to
the Beirut edition), 1:90, 214, 251, 265.

87 Ibn Rajab, SharÈ #Ilal al-TirmidhÊ, 1:424, 429.
88 Ibn \ajar, al-Nukat #al§ kit§b Ibn al-‘al§È, 296.
89 Ibn al-WazÊr, TanqÊÈ al-aní§r, 139.
90 Ibn \ajar, Nuzhat al-naíar fÊ taw·ÊÈ Nukhbat al-fikar fÊ mußãalaÈ ahl al-athar,

ed. #Abd al-SamÊ# al-AnÊs and #Iß§m F§ris al-\arst§nÊ (Amman: D§r #Iß§m,
1419/1999), 45.
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Ibr§hÊm b. #Umar al-Biq§#Ê (d. 885/1480), espoused his teacher’s
stance, but Ibn \ajar’s more influential protégé, al-Sakh§wÊ, aban-
doned it for the categorical acceptance of al-KhaãÊb, Ibn al-‘al§È
and the legal theorists.91

The more critical trend in ÈadÊth scholarship received its support
from scholars who specialized in the complexities of isn§d criticism,
like al-#Al§"Ê and Ibn DaqÊq, or from iconoclastic figures who were
committed to rejuvenating the study of ÈadÊth as the centerpiece of
Sunni Islam, like al-DhahabÊ and Ibn al-WazÊr. The weightiest
proponent of this stance on Normative Matn Addition was the great
Mamluk-era scholar Ibn \ajar.

But even the advocacy of two giants like al-DhahabÊ and Ibn
\ajar cannot compete with the list of figures associated with the
categorical acceptance of Normative Matn Addition. Al-KhaãÊb, Ibn
al-‘al§È, al-NawawÊ, al-MizzÊ, al-#Ir§qÊ, al-SuyåãÊ, al-Sakh§wÊ, al-
Anß§rÊ and al-LaknawÊ are recognized as scholars laureate of Sunnism
and its ÈadÊth sciences. Abå Bakr b. Nuqãa (d. 629/1231) elegized
al-KhaãÊb by stating, “No one of sound thought can doubt that the
later scholars of ÈadÊth are utterly dependent on (#iy§l #al§) Abå
Bakr al-KhaãÊb.”92 Ibn al-‘al§È penned the formative treatise on
the study of ÈadÊth that has served as the basis for almost all later
works on the subject. His student al-NawawÊ remains one of the
top authoritative references in the Sh§fi#Ê school and among Sunnis
in general. Al-SuyåãÊ played such a salient role in shaping later
Sunnism that he has been described as the “apex of religious
sciences,”93 and al-Anß§rÊ was honored during his life with the title
Shaykh al-Isl§m. Representing the efflorescence of ÈadÊth scholarship
in India in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, al-LaknawÊ is
perhaps the most cited ÈadÊth master of the modern period.

91 Al-‘an#§nÊ, Taw·ÊÈ al-afk§r, 1:339-40. For al-Sakh§wÊ’s discussion of
this issue, see his al-Gh§ya fÊ sharÈ al-Hid§ya and his FatÈ al-mughÊth, n. 80. The
famous \anafÊ scholar, lexicographer, and Indian immigrant to Cairo MuÈam-
mad Murta·§ al-ZabÊdÊ (d. 1791 CE) also seems to have followed Ibn \ajar’s
opinion. Al-ZabÊdÊ’s stance, however, is not entirely clear; MuÈammad Murta·§
al-ZabÊdÊ, Bulghat al-arÊb fÊ mußãalaÈ §th§r al-ÈabÊb, ed. #Abd al-Fatt§È Abå Ghudda
(Beirut: Maktabat al-Maãbå#§t al-Isl§miyya, 1408/[1988]), 190-1.

92 Abå Bakr MuÈammad b. #Abd al-GhanÊ Ibn Nuqãa al-Baghd§dÊ, Kitab
al-TaqyÊd li-ma#rifat ruw§t al-sunan wa’l-mas§nÊd, ed. Kam§l Yåsuf al-\åt (Beirut:
D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1408/1988), 154.

93 E. Geoffroy, “al-SuyåãÊ,” Encyclopaedia of Islam CD-ROM Edition v. 1.0.
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The Continuation of #Ilal Criticism

Although it has remained the minority opinion, the continuation of
a more rigorous approach to the backgrowth of isn§ds has manifested
itself in a small number of #ilal studies produced after the 5th/11th
century as well as several maw·å#§t books.

One of the most independently critical ÈadÊth scholars after the
5th/11th century was Abå al-\usayn #AlÊ b. MuÈammad Ibn al-
Qaãã§n al-F§sÊ (d. 628/1231), who was born in Fez and spent most
of his professional life in the service of the Almohad sultan in
Marrakesh. Within a century of Ibn al-Qaãã§n’s death, his works
had traveled to Damascus, where al-DhahabÊ praised and occasionally
rebutted his contributions to #ilal criticism.94 Ibn al-Qaãã§n’s most
well-known work on ÈadÊth is his Bay§n al-wahm wa"l-Êh§m al-w§qi#ayn

fÊ kit§b al-AÈk§m, a criticism of the ÈadÊth mistakes made in #Abd al-
\aqq b. #Abd al-RaÈm§n Ibn al-Kharr§ã al-IshbÊlÊ’s (d. 582/1186)
juridical work al-AÈk§m al-wusã§ min ÈadÊth al-NabÊ.

Ibn al-Qaãã§n explicitly upheld the categorical acceptance of
Normative Matn Addition (as mentioned above). It is therefore curious
that his Bay§n includes a section on reports that earlier critics had
accepted as Prophetic but which were actually mawqåf. Here he
notes instances of isn§ds being pushed back to the Prophet in
prominent ÈadÊth collections such as Abå D§wåd’s Sunan. Unlike
4th/10th and 5th/11th-century scholars like al-D§raquãnÊ and al-
BayhaqÊ, Ibn al-Qaãã§n could no longer rely on an expansive personal
corpus of narrations that extended from his time all the way back
to the first generations of Islam.95 Instead, Ibn al-Qaãã§n was forced

94 See al-DhahabÊ, Siyar a#l§m al-nubal§", vol. 22 of 25, ed. Bashh§r #Aww§d
Ma#råf and MuÈyÊ Hil§l al-SirÈ§n (Beirut: Mu"assasat al-Ris§la, 1401/1981),
307; idem, MÊz§n al-i #tid§l, 1:556 (biography of \afß b. Bughayl). For al-
DhahabÊ’s rebuttal of Ibn al-Qaãã§n, see Bashsh§r #Aww§d Ma#råf, al-DhahabÊ
wa manhajuhu fÊ kit§bihi T§rÊkh al-isl§m (Cairo: #^s§ al-B§bÊ al-\alabÊ, 1976),
173-5. Cf. Al-LaknawÊ, al-Raf # wa’l-takmÊl fÊ al-jarÈ wa’l-ta#dÊl, ed. #Abd al-Fat-
t§È Abå Ghudda, 8th ed. (Beirut: Maktab al-Maãbå#§t al-Isl§miyya, 1425/
2004), 256-9.

95 \adÊth scholars to this day, of course, maintain chains of transmission
back to the Prophet—the shortest known isn§d today includes only 20
intermediaries to the Prophet. By the 7th/13th century, however, these living
isn§ds were cultivated for pietistic value and did not constitute the bulk of
ÈadÊth material examined by scholars. This came from ÈadÊth collections
compiled in previous centuries.
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to rely on the myriad of sunans, musnads, mu#jams and ÈadÊth notebooks
that had reached him from scholars of the earlier period. Ibn al-
Kharr§ã and other legally-oriented ÈadÊth scholars had concluded
that a specific report stating that not heeding the call to prayer
nullified one’s prayer originated with the Prophet. Relying on the
ÈadÊth collection of Q§sim b. Aßbagh (d. 340/951), Ibn al-Qaãã§n
objects that the version of this report containing the words “except
he who has an excuse” is actually mawqåf.96 Here Ibn al-Qaãã§n
rejects a narration of this ÈadÊth accepted by Abå D§wåd in his
Sunan.97 He also proves more critical than al-BayhaqÊ, who had
noted the existence of mawqåf versions but ultimately opted for the
Prophetic one.98 In the case of another narration that appears as a
Prophetic ÈadÊth in Abå D§wåd’s Sunan, Ibn al-Qaãã§n casts doubt
on the origins of the report. One cannot accurately determine
whether the isn§d truly goes back to the Prophet, Ibn al-Qaãã§n
states, because in one recension of the Sunan, Abå D§wåd expresses
doubt over his source for the transmission.99

In a small maw·å#§t work analyzing sixty-four ÈadÊths circulating
at his time, the 8th/14th-century firebrand Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/
1328) also revealed the backgrowth of isn§ds that had occurred in
several supposedly Prophetic reports. Ibn Taymiyya criticized five
ÈadÊths as being sayings of members of the early Muslim community
(kal§m ba#· al-salaf ) pushed back to the Prophet.100 As is common in

96 Ibn al-Qaãã§n, Bay§n, 2:277-8. The report is “He who hears the call [to
prayer] but does not reply, then there is no prayer for him, except those that
have an excuse/whom an excuse prevented from following [the call] (man
sami #a al-nid§"/al-mun§dÊ fa-lam yujib ill§ min #udhr /fa-lam yamna#hu min ittib§#ihi
#udhr fa-l§ ßal§t lahu). This ÈadÊth comes from the Prophet through Ibn #Abb§s
� Sa#Êd b. al-Jubayr � #AdÊ b. Th§bit and then branches out to many
transmitters.

97 Sunan AbÊ D§wåd: kit§b al-ßal§t, b§b al-tashdÊd fÊ tark al-jam§ #a (through
Maghr§" al-#AbdÊ � Shu#ba � #AdÊ b. Th§bit… Prophet: man sami#a al-
mun§dÊ fa-lam yamna#hu min ittib§#ihi #udhr…).

98 Al-BayhaqÊ, al-Sunan al-kubr§, 3:80, 248.
99 Ibn al-Qaãã§n, Bay§n, 2:282; Sunan AbÊ D§wåd: kit§b al-ßawm, b§b fÊ man

sami #a al-nid§" wa’l-in§" #al§ yadihi (the report is “If one of you hears the call
[to the dawn prayer] but has a container of water in his hand, do not put it
down until he has fulfilled his need with it [in other words, until he drinks
it] (idh§ sami #a aÈadukum al-nid§" wa’l-in§" #al§ yadihi fa-l§ yada#hu Èatt§ yaq·iya
È§jatahu minhu”).

100 See, for example, the report “there is no comfort for the believer in
lieu of meeting his Lord (l§ r§Èa li’l-mu’min dån liq§" rabbihi)”; Ibn Taymiyya,
al-AÈ§dÊth al-·a #Êfa wa’l-b§ãila, ed. MajdÊ FatÈÊ al-Sayyid (Tanta, Egypt: D§r
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al-‘aÈ§ba li’l-Tur§th, 1410/1989), 13. This edition of this work did not take
into consideration the manuscript found in the Süleymaniye Library. See
idem, AÈ§dÊth maw·å#a, Ms Fatih 2266/6, Süleymaniye Library, fol. 228b. See
also the report “he who was blessed with something, let him follow it (man
bårika lahu fÊ shay" fal-yalzamhu).” The Tanta edition states only that the ÈadÊth
is forged (maw·å#), but the Istanbul Ms. has “reported from some of the
Salaf”; Ibn Taymiyya, al-AÈ§dÊth al-·a#Êfa, 15; cf. Ms., 228b. See also the
report “‘O #AlÊ, be one who knows (#§lim), or a student, or listen, but do not
be the fourth or you’ll perish.’ It was said, ‘What is the fourth?’ The Prophet
said, ‘the barbarian who does not know, does not learn and does not ask the
learned ones (al-#ulam§") about questions of his religion (y§ #AlÊ, kun #§liman aw
muta#alliman aw mustami #an, wa l§ takun al-r§bi #a… al-hamaj alladhÊ l§ ya#lamu, wa
l§ yata#allamu wa l§ yas"alu al-#ulam§" #an amr dÊnihi)”; idem, al-AÈ§dÊth al-·a#Êfa,
35-6; cf. Ms., 229b. This seems to have been a statement of the Companion
#Abdall§h b. Mas#åd; see Sunan al-D§rimÊ: introductory chapters, b§b fÊ dhah§b
al-#ilm.

101 For example, none of the reports he rejected as backgrowths of isn§ds
appears as a Prophetic ÈadÊth in the Six Books, the Musnad of Ibn \anbal,
the Sunan of al-D§rimÊ or M§lik’s Muwaããa".

102 Ibn Taymiyya, al-AÈ§dÊth al-·a #Êfa, 14; Ms. 228b. Oddly, other scholars
have attributed this saying to Jesus; see Abå al-Fay· AÈmad al-Ghum§rÊ, al-
MughÊr #al§ al-aÈ§dÊth al-maw·å#a fÊ al-J§mi # al-ßaghÊr (Beirut: D§r al-R§"id al-
#ArabÊ, 1402/1982), 55.

103 Ibn Taymiyya, al-AÈ§dÊth al-·a #Êfa, 21; cf. Ms., 228a.
104 Ibn Taymiyya, Majmå # fat§w§ shaykh al-isl§m Ibn Taymiyya, ed. #Abd al-

RaÈm§n b. MuÈammad b. Q§sim al-#$ßimÊ, 37 vols. (Riyadh: Maã§bi# al-
Riy§·, 1381-86/1961-67), 1:254-5.

maw·å#§t books, Ibn Taymiyya does not provide us with the laby-
rinthine narrations of each problematic ÈadÊth. Since he is either
drawing on earlier works of #ilal or maw·å#§t and generally dealing
with reports with little basis in the ÈadÊth corpus, he includes only
his conclusion for each report.101

He states that the report “the love of the earthly life is the origin
of every sin (Èubb al-duny§ ra"s kull khaãÊ"a)” is actually from the
Companion Jundub b. #Abdall§h al-BajalÊ (d. c. 65/685). “But as
for being from the Prophet,” he adds, “there is no known isn§d.”102

In the case of the report “honor your backs with support, for indeed
in [backs] there is benefit for men (akrimå íuhårakum bi-isn§d, fa-inna

fÊh§ man§fi# li’l-n§s),” Ibn Taymiyya concludes, “I do not know of
this attributed to the Prophet (marfå#).”103 Ibn Taymiyya also dismisses
as mawqåf some of the reports that al-\§kim al-Nays§bårÊ declared
sound (ßaÈÊÈ).104 Ibn Taymiyya concludes with a statement reminiscent
of the critical rigor of the R§zÊs and al-D§raquãnÊ. No matter how
useful a report attributed to the Prophet might seem, “It is not
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105 Ibn Taymiyya, Ms., 229a.
106 Al-Ghum§rÊ, al-MughÊr; 47, 74. Another modern work of #ilal is YaÈy§

b. #Abdall§h al-ShihrÊ, #Ilal ÈadÊth Èajj al-bayt al-Èar§m fÊ kull khamsat a #w§m
(Beirut: D§r Ibn \azm, 2005).

107 Al-Ghum§rÊ, al-MughÊr, 10, 16, 18, 19, 23, 31, 55, 69, 98, 107, 122 and
127.

108 See ibid., 10, 23 and 98 respectively.

possible to say ‘from the Prophet, may the peace and blessings of
God be upon him’ for what he did not say.”105

The Continuity of #Ilal Criticism Today

This persistent effort to identify isn§ds that had been pushed back
to the Prophet has continued into the modern period with the
ÈadÊth scholarship of the traditional Moroccan Sufi AÈmad b. al-
‘iddÊq al-Ghum§rÊ (d. 1960).

In a work identifying the flaws found in the J§mi# al-ßaghÊr, a
ÈadÊth collection compiled by Jal§l al-DÊn al-SuyåãÊ, al-Ghum§rÊ
ruthlessly criticizes this doyen of ÈadÊth scholarship and commanding
figure in the Sunni tradition. He exclaims that al-SuyåãÊ possessed
“absolutely (bi’l-marra)” no grasp of the science of ÈadÊth criticism,
and he states about one ÈadÊth accepted by al-SuyåãÊ that this is “a
disgrace… exposing a fault in him the shame of which can never
be washed away….”106 Among the flawed reports, al-Ghum§rÊ
identifies twelve that al-SuyåãÊ had included as Prophetic ÈadÊths
but which were actually statements by later authorities pushed back
to the Prophet. Like Ibn al-Qaãã§n, al-Ghum§rÊ had to rely on
earlier masters for the details of #ilal criticism. He thus cites experts
such as al-Bukh§rÊ, M§lik, Ibn \azm (d. 456/1064) and al-DhahabÊ.107

In one case he states that a report was originally said by #AlÊ,
another by the caliph #Umar b. #Abd al-#AzÊz (d. 101/720) and
another by Ja#far al-‘§diq (d. 148/765).108

Although he does not explicitly state his stance on the subject, al-
Ghum§rÊ demonstrates an affinity for the more stringent minority
view on the acceptability of Normative Matn Addition. In an effort
to prove that a particular ÈadÊth criticized for being mawqåf was
actually a Prophetic statement, al-Ghum§rÊ notes that “most ÈadÊth
scholars, jurists and legal theorists” support the categorical acceptance
of Addition. Yet he goes on to prove the marfå# status of the
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109 Al-Ghum§rÊ, al-Isti #§·a bi-ÈadÊth wu·å" al-mustaÈ§·a, ed. #Adn§n Zuh§r
(Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1422/2001), 38.

110 Al-Ghum§rÊ, #AlÊ b. AbÊ •§lib, 190.

ÈadÊth according to the criteria of the more stringent ÈadÊth
scholars as well, demonstrating how the narrations of the marfå#

version enjoy noticeable numeric superiority over the mawqåf

one. Concluding that the marfå# version is the most reliable, he
explains that “this is what reason accepts and investigation supports,
for error could occur in three [narrations] (the number of mawqåf

ones), but not in nine (the number of marfå# ones).”109 Commenting
on the principle that “the affirmative supersedes the negative in
matters of epistemology,” al-Ghum§rÊ states that invoking this
principle does not alone suffice to triumph in an argument; one still
needs to present proof (dalÊl).110

Conclusion

Al-Ghum§rÊ’s critique of al-SuyåãÊ exemplifies the tension between
the critical tendency in ÈadÊth scholarship, evident in figures such
as al-D§raquãnÊ and Ibn al-Qaãã§n, and the epistemological prag-
matism of the legal tradition. The fact that well into the 7th/13th
century some ÈadÊth scholars were insisting that Prophetic reports
found in the canonical ÈadÊth collections were actually Companion
statements suggests that the ÈadÊth tradition possessed much more
critical inertia than has been supposed. That a few ÈadÊth scholars
have continued to unmask the backgrowth of isn§ds until today
proves that this critical strain has endured despite the majority
acquiescence to the priorities of the legal tradition. The fact that
some mawqåf narrations circulated alongside their marfå# counterparts
well into the 5th/11th century in the #ilal works of al-D§raquãnÊ,
the Sunan of al-BayhaqÊ and al-KhaãÊb’s T§rÊkh Baghd§d suggests
that the movement from the precedent of Companions and Successors
to Prophetic ÈadÊths in the 3rd/9th century was not executed with
conspiratorial decisiveness. Remnants of the pre-backgrowth isn§ds
endured for two centuries. Even a century after Ibn #Amm§r and
al-D§raquãnÊ had unmasked ‘backgrown’ isn§ds in the revered ‘aÈÊÈayn,
al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ and Abå IsÈ§q al-ShÊr§zÊ still had to contend
with ÈadÊth scholars who would not accept the marfå# version of a
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111 Ibn KathÊr, al-B§ #ith al-ÈathÊth, 55. See 4iy§" al-DÊn al-MaqdisÊ, al-
AÈ§dÊth al-mukht§ra, aw al-mustakhraj min al-aÈ§dÊth al-mukht§ra mimm§ lam yukharrijhu
al-Bukh§rÊ wa Muslim fÊ ‘aÈÊÈayhim§, ed. #Abdall§h b. #Abdall§h Duhaysh, 13
vols (Beirut: D§r Khi·r, 1421/2001).

112 YaÈy§ b. Ma#Ên, Kit§b al-#ilal wa ma #rifat al-rij§l, ed. Abå #Abd al-H§dÊ
al-Jaz§"irÊ (Beirut: D§r Ibn \azm, 1425/2004). This book was recorded by
Ibn \anbal’s son #Abdall§h and addended to his father’s #ilal work.

113 #AlÊ b. al-MadÊnÊ, al-#Ilal, ed. MuÈammad Mußãaf§ A#íamÊ ([n.p.]: al-
Maktab al-Isl§mÊ, 1392/1972).

114 Sufy§n b. SaÈb§n was considered a member of the aßÈ§b al-ra"y, but
had a book called al-#Ilal; Ibn AbÊ al-Waf§" (d. 775/1374), al-Jaw§hir al-
mu·iyya fÊ ãabaq§t al-Èanafiyya, ed. #Abd al-Fatt§È MuÈammad al-\alw, 5 vols.

ÈadÊth if the mawqåf narration enjoyed more support. The movement
from non-Prophetic to Prophetic ÈadÊths was thus still a subject of
debate in the mid 5th/11th century.

Moreover, this debate over Normative Matn Addition was an
open one. Both sides presented their priorities publicly. In his capacity
as a rigorous ÈadÊth critic, al-D§raquãnÊ considered the preponderance
of expert evidence to be the determining factor in identifying whether
a report originated with the Prophet or a later figure. On the other
hand, jurists and legal theorists from among 5th/11th-century Sh§fi#Ês,
M§likÊs, \anbalÊs and later \anafÊs, chose to accept an isolated
Prophetic narration over multiple Companion versions because this
allowed them to increase the legal utility of that report. The
development of the Sunni scholarly tradition’s approach to the
backgrowth of isn§ds is thus a gradual prioritization of legal utility
over critical accuracy.

Appendix: Books of #Ilal al-ÈadÊth

The following is a chronological list of those authors who composed
#ilal works, many of which have not survived. It is important to
note that #ilal criticism was not limited only to separate #ilal books—
some ÈadÊth collections included #ilal commentaries, such as Abå
Bakr AÈmad b. #Amr al-Bazz§r’s (d. 292/904-5) massive Musnad

and later 4iy§" al-DÊn MuÈammad b. #Abd al-W§Èid al-MaqdisÊ’s
(d. 643/1245) al-AÈ§dÊth al-mukht§ra.111

- YaÈy§ b. Ma#Ên (d. 233/847-8)112

- #AlÊ b. al-MadÊnÊ (d. 234/849)113

- Sufy§n b. SaÈb§n (fl. 220/835)114
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(Giza: Mu"assasat al-Ris§la, 1398-1408/1978-1988), 2:227. Ibn AbÊ al-Waf§"
cites Ibn al-NadÊm’s (d. circa 385-8/995-8) Fihrist, where the information
does not appear; cf. Abå al-Faraj MuÈammad b. IsÈ§q Ibn al-NadÊm, The
Fihrist, ed. and trans. Bayard Dodge (New York: Columbia University Press,
1970, reprint Chicago: Kazi Publications, 1998), 508 (citations are to Kazi
edition).

115 Ibn al-NadÊm, The Fihrist, 554.
116 Ibn \anbal, Kit§b al-#ilal wa ma#rifat al-rij§l, ed. •al#at Qåj YikÊt and

Ism§#Êl —ghlÊ, 2 vols. (Istanbul: al-Maktaba al-Isl§miyya, 1987).
117 See MuÈammad b. al-\usayn al-SulamÊ, Su"§l§t AbÊ #Abd al-RaÈm§n al-

SulamÊ li’l-D§raquãnÊ, Ms. Ahmet III 624, TopkapÌ SarayÌ, fol. 163a.
118 Al-Katt§nÊ, al-Ris§la al-mustaãrafa, 117.
119 This book was called #Ilal ÈadÊth al-ZuhrÊ; al-DhahabÊ, Siyar a #l§m al-

nubal§", volume 12 of 25, ed. Shu#ayb Arn§"åã and ‘al§È al-Shammar (Beirut:
Mu"assasat al-Ris§la, 1403/1983), 284.

120 Ibn NadÊm, The Fihrist, 537. Al-KhaãÊb al-Baghd§dÊ reports that some
people deny Ibn al-Athram’s attribution of his #ilal book to Ibn \anbal; al-
KhaãÊb, T§rÊkh Baghd§d, 5:318.

121 Muslim b. al-\ajj§j al-Nays§bårÊ, Kit§b al-tamyÊz, ed. MuÈammad Mußãaf§
al-A#íamÊ (Riyadh: Maãba#at J§mi#at al-Riy§·, [1395/1975]).

122 MuÈammad b. #^s§ al-TirmidhÊ, #Ilal al-TirmidhÊ al-kabÊr, ed. ‘ubÈÊ al-
S§marr§"Ê et al. (Beirut: #$lam al-Kutub, 1989).

123 Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, 13 vols. (Leiden: E.J.
Brill, 1967-2000), 1:302.

124 Ibid., 7:172.
125 Al-DhahabÊ, Siyar a #l§m al-nubal§, vol. 13 of 25, ed. Shu#ayb Arn§"åã

and #AlÊ Abå Zayd, 11th ed. (Beirut: Mu"assasat al-Ris§la, 1419/1998), 529.
126 Ibid., 13:550.
127 Al-DhahabÊ, Siyar a #l§m al-nubal§", vol. 14 of 25, ed. Shu#ayb Arn§"åã

and Akram al-BåshÊ (Beirut: Mu"assasat al-Ris§la, 1403/1984), 199.
128 Muwaffaq al-DÊn #Abdall§h b. AÈmad Ibn Qud§ma, al-Muntakhab min

al-#Ilal li’l-Khall§l, ed. •§riq b. #Aw·all§h b. MuÈammad (Riyadh: D§r al-
R§ya, 1419/1997).

- Abå Khaythama Zuhayr b. \arb (d. 234/848)115

- Ibn \anbal (d. 241/855)116

- Abå \afß #Amr b. #AlÊ al-‘ayrafÊ (d. 248/862-3)117

- MuÈammad b. Ism§#Êl al-Bukh§rÊ (d. 256/870)118

- MuÈammad b. YaÈy§ al-DhuhlÊ (d. 258/873)119

- AÈmad b. MuÈammad Ibn al-Athram (d. 261/875)120

- Muslim b. al-\ajj§j al-Nays§bårÊ (d. 261/875)121

- MuÈammad b. #^s§ al-TirmidhÊ (d. 279/892)122

- Abå Zur#a al-DimashqÊ (d. 280/894)123

- Ibr§hÊm al-\arbÊ (d. 285/898)124

- Abå #AlÊ #Abdall§h b. MuÈammad al-BalkhÊ (d. 294/907)125

- Abå IsÈ§q Ibr§hÊm b. AbÊ •§lib al-Nays§bårÊ (d. 295/908)126

- Abå YaÈy§ Zakariyy§ b. YaÈy§ al-S§jÊ al-BaßrÊ (d. 307/919-
20)127
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129 Abå al-Fa·l Ibn #Amm§r al-ShahÊd, #Ilal al-aÈ§dÊth fÊ kit§b al-ßaÈÊÈ
li-Muslim b. al-\ajj§j, ed. #AlÊ b. \asan al-\alabÊ (Riyadh: D§r al-Hijra, 1412/
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